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and ofsaylng
<un:
boat, but the papers were taken to
will be located at Rear of Studley
Wathen
Fair-ofj youth
a boy’s win is .the wind's win.
• • • •
j of bringing David's “apron-string Stanley A._____
-t! And of
thePort
thoughts
are long.
Furniture Co., 283 Main St., way to
Vinal Haven by Capt. Treat of the
The report of the treasurer. J. W | revolt" to a climax in a way that is field who yearly campaigns one of.
long thoughts.* ”
Public Landing. Open evenings.
Airways, Inc.
Maine's largest stables with his son I
—Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
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SEES HOLIDAY RUSH

IN FEAR AND TREMBLING

“The Black Cat”

Luisa Franceschi Tells of Her Debut In Italy—
Mussolini Magnetic Figure

Cooked Food Sale

HEARD AN AUTHORITY

Pres. Wyman of Central Maine Addresses the
Annual Meeting Of the C. of C.

PUBLIC NOTICE

Old Glory Sale

'towrf
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141*143 Robinson showed

the year's dis-1 highly amusing.

«
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Mr. Olds’ Thanks

THE ADVENTURES OF OZZIE

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Create in me a clean heart, O
God; and renew a right spirit with
in me. Psalm 51: 10.

To Those Who Aided the
Hobby Show — Did Not
Make Much Money

RADIOS

PPORTUMITX
vw

USED CARS
BOUGHT
122Ttf

in the

(ANT-ADS

and accurate in operation, and
there are no motors or new
parts to get out of adjustment.
Ite sure and investigate this aqd
the other outstanding Delco fea
tures. Delco Radios are popular
priced- from $16.95 to$99.7*.

A

AND SOLD

GENIRAl MOTORS
VALUE

Parker E. Worrey
TEL.
65 PARK ST.,

''^ROCKLAND '

IWIlJiM

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Felker and
family dined Thanksgiving Day
with Mr. and Mrs. Wardell MaeFarland. Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Mullin
of New Bedford. Mass., were visitors
Saturday at Mr. and Mrs. MacFarland's.
Clyde Brown and son Chester
were holiday dinner guests of Mr. ,
and Mrs. Harvey Brown.
Tlie Methodist Ladies' Aid met (
Wednesday with Mrs Venie Whit- j

OW.QOY'. WIDE
OPEN COUNTRY
AND NOT A COP
IN SIGHT. NOW
WATCH ME GO '

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Now that this year's Hobby Show
is over. I wonder if you would give
Training Ship Commanded
me space to extend my personal
By Deer Isle Skipper, Had thanks to all by whose help this show
Rough Voyage
was put on?
The Hobby Show this year en
The barkentine Marsala was safe
countered decidedly unfavorable
m the waters of Hampton Roads
weather, and the attendance was
Sunday night after a harrowing exvery much smaller than it was last
perienec at sen which left the ship'Vfar put this was certainly r.ot
dismasted and helpless off Cape * th? fault of anyone connected with
Charles.
'show,' as all worked very hard
The Coast Guard Cutter Mendota i Rnt* faithfully. Any exhibition that
towed the Marsala to port Saturday i has as much work and effort put
night after considerable difficulty, *nt0
as this one had. and which
with high seas and strong north- i has such excellent displays of the
east winds. Aboard the vessel. , things that are really close to
owned by the American Nautical lx’cP'es hearts deserves many times
Academy, were 22 cadats and a crew [h? attendance that we had this
of 12.
5’ar
Capt. G. W. Torres- of Deer Isle ,
exhibition of this kind is a
is master of the ship, a training 'arge undertaking and can be pre- j
craft for merchant marine officers, j ffnted only by such painstaking |
She was 10 days out of New London j worlc 011 tllc part of a large corps ,
on a southern cruise when a storm , of workers as we had this year and J
Thursday night and Friday morning 'ast >'ear- Ft certainly was an out- |
swept the masts away.
standing example of community co-,
The Coast Guard reported tha: operation. I cannot begin to name;
no one was injured and the ship 3" the people who helped by loan- |
ing their priceless things for ex
did not spring a leak
Capt. Torrey was master of the hibition and in other ways; I would
tour-masted schooner Doris Ham like, however, to thank the chair
lin last fall when the vessel was un man of committees, and I hope
reported nearly a month on a voy they will relay my thanks to those
age from Norfolk. Va.. to Martinique wh° worked with them.
•!' I
Thanks to The Courier-Gazette
with a cargo of coal, has been go«ng
to sea since he was 10 years old and ior such generous space and pub
has been master since he was 20. licity; to Mrs. Donald Fuller, pub
He holds an unlimited master's li licity chairman; to Joseph Emery, void of gambling games, door prizes
chairman of tickets and admissions; and catch-penny devices, whole
cense but prefers sail to steam.
to John Pomroy and the able crew some in every' aspect; to stimulate
vho helped him in carpenter work an interest in hobbies, because a
MRS. CHARLES R. SAWYER
and booths; to Oscar Wishmar,.' hobby is a wholesome thing for
Mrs Elizabeth M Sawyer, wife chairman of protection, and the every person to have; to further
of Charles R. Sawyer, died Ncv 12 members of the Legion Police whose demonstrate the usefulness of the
at her home on Gay street, aged 81 hobby of protection was very use- Community building in this city;
years Although the htd been in lul: to Carl Nelson, chairman of and to promote community-wide co
failing health the past year due to the check room; to the city police operativeness in a common project.
a severe heart ailment, the end and firemen who were present to In all these things the show was a
came suddenly. Through it all she help; to James Flanagan and Joshua decided success, and we feel that
had bravely borne up with fortitude N. Southard of the Community it was very' worth while. Again
and unwavering trust, as was true ol Building staff, whose fine co-op- thanks to all who helped
lier entire life, especially so during eration was very helpful; to Mrs
Corwin H. Olds.
the past 25 years when she had Hcratio Cowan, chairman of the
General Chairman
exemplified remarkable courage be- outstanding stage presentations; to;
ing wholly deprived cf her eyesight Mrs. Carlton F. Snow, chairman of
Hope is a vigorous principle; it
Even with this affliction she was Maine Home Industries; to Ray- sets the heaci and the heart to work
always ready to enjoy and keenly mond Duff, chairman of Philatel- and animates a man to do his
interested in the well-being of her ists; to Norman W. Lermond. cf utmost.
large circle of friends, thinking of Knox Arboretum; to Frank A. Tirotliers first
She derived much rell. exhibit of prize pigeons; Mrs
comfort from the words of John 14 Flora Merchant, chairman of the
her favorite chapter in the Bible art exhibits and Jerome C. BurTruly may be said of her "she rows, chairman of the Photographyfought a good fight and had kept exhibit; to William Gray and Austhe faith."
I lin Sherman who with others proShe was born March 30. 185". at vided an excellent radio display and
Seal Cove. Mt. Desert, daughter of sent over 350 messages free of
Nehemiah and Sophronia Harper charge; to Mrs. Leforest Thurston
She was twice married, her former end those who assisted her in pre
husband being the late Capt renting the D.A.R exhibit; to Mrs.
DISCOUNT
Woodbury Norwood, also of Seal Anderson, in charge of the Finnish
ON ALL
Cove Three daughters were born exhibit; to Mr.-. ‘Vance Norton, in
of this union, one dying in infancy charge of the refreshment booth
For the past 34 years she had made to Mrs Ernest C. Davis, antique hat
her home In Rockland receiving the exhibit; to Allston Smith, chairman
CONVENIENT TERMS
tender love and devotion ol het ' of juvenile hobbies; to Mis
daughter anil granddaughter witli Weatherbec Library exhibit; to Mr.
raf
r
n
whom she made her home. Much Fertwengler and Mr. Jackson with
sympathy is especially expressed for the Boy Scouts of Augusta who
L
these two who are left to mourn presented a fine exhibit on the closu
J
her loss as the exceeding closeness ing night; to Mr- Kenneth Mills,
nnd affection was very marked as doll display; to Mrs. Hervey Allen,
lhe three in tlie home were almost antique glass; to Henry B Bird
inseparable.
ship models and marine exhibit; to
A brief service of prayer was held Frank McDonnell. Archery exhibits;
at the residence Tuesday. Nov. 15 to Austin Kilkins cf Augusta, disconducted by Miss Elizabeth Wet- play of freak wood growths; to Mrs.
more, a friend of the deceased, be- Olds, exhibit of coats of arms: to
ing followed by funeral services at John G Dserve of Damariscotta
the home of a daughter Mrs. Ver- Mills, cactus display, to Horatio
non Latty at McKinley. Rev. Rich- Cowan. Cleveland Sleeper. Charles
ard Smith of Northeast Harbor of-, Havener, and Mr. Doak. loan of
ficiating. Tlie floral offerings were trucks; to J. G. Thompson. Charles
very profuse and beautiful testify- Blaisdeil, and Charles Whittmore
ing to the high esteem in which the, Ji., swords and arms; and to Mrs.
t
deceased was held Interment was Joseph Emery, chairman of "mfsat Seal Cove. The bearers were her, cellaneous" exhibits, and all who
two grandsons, a nephew and | helped her. and all those who cai‘Georgc Robbins of McKinley.
ried "bumper strips' on their cars
She is survived by her husband; advertising the show; and there
two daughters, Mrs. Vernon Latty were exhibitors of individual col
of McKinley and Mrs. Josephine E lections under the chairmanship oi
Sprague of this city; three grand- Mrs. Joseph Emery, whom I should
daughters Miss Helen M. Sprague, like to name individually, but I fear
of Rockland. Mrs. Max Gunn, now it would tax the space you may
located in China, and Miss Barbara have available for this letter, in
Latty of McKinley; two grandsons.! fact, I think that every exhibitor
Rodney and Richard Latty of Me-' should be named personally, and I
Kinley; a sister. Mrs Alice Coombs am doing so mentally as I write
IN THE
of Dorchester: one brother. William, this; to ail these named and unJ. Harper of Seal Cove;; a nephew, named. I express deepest gratitude
1939 HOME
Allen Pierce of McKinley and a ' for such excellent co-operation,
niece, Mrs. George Robbins, also of. The Hobby Show did not make
McKinley ami seven great-grand- much money Just how much canchildren.
j not be reported at present a > the
"We cannot think ot her a* gom- bills are not all in. The expense oi
for her influence remain.- like a such a show runs high, and our
Dckn oilers the latest develop
delicate fragrance which lingers admission price was absurdly low
ment in automatic electric tun
ing. The touch of a button will
after flowers have been taken from for a show of this character But
turn on the set automatically and
fhe room:
I our purpose was not merely to
bring in your favorite station
make money. Wc wanted to pre
perfectly tuned. Delco auto
sent a clean wholesome show dematic electric tuning is simple

Is Safe In Port

/

ity and will be remembered for her
Only short sports will creel un
thoughtfulness of others, her will dersized fish.
ingness to help those in trouble and
her cheerful disposition.
Sire is survived by her husband,
George M. Cook; a brother Fred
-*—
L. Young; an aunt. Josephine Shu
man; two nephews, a niece and sev
eral cousins.
The services were held from the
• Baptist Church. Rev Sidney Pack
ard of Camden officiating. Rev.
Mr. Packard, formerly pastor of
this town, united Mr and Mrs. Cool:
in marriage 32 years ago. Two of
the deceased's favorite hymns were
sung—"Abide with Me" by Mrs,
Paul Simmons and Mrs. LeGrow and
"Some Time We ll Understand" by
tt
Rev. Mr. Packard. Tlie many beau
THERE'S no lOtp, no
tiful flowers were evidence of the
blidvi, oo lotions to boy1
affectionate regard of relatives and
when yoooom a Remington *"
friends. Interment was in Pleas
Close-Sbattr. Ltts thin ■
ant View cemetery. Cushing.
penny a month pay* for

SHAVES

ney.
.
Luther Wotton, Llewellyn Oliver
and Kenneth Lewis were Rockland
visitors Saturday
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Winchenpaw
and daughter Betty and Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Winchenpaw spent the
Thanksgiving weekend with Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Winchenpaw in Alls
ton. Mass.
Frederick Young Jr„ passed the
DEEP SEA CHANTEY
recess at the home of Charles Met
calf in Wiscasset.
I hate tlie sea and all its tricks,
Miss Nellie Davis, who is a teach
I even fear its ills;
er at the Dutch Neck School was I'm none of Mother Carey's chicks,
I'M ENTITLED TO HALF THE
at home for the holiday weekend.
ROAD, SO I TAKE MY HALF'
I'm all for Mother Sills.
'OUT OF THE MIDDLE'
Mr and Mrs. Paul Wotton of
; Lynn. Mass., were here last ThursOne who is forever telling others
1 day and the remainder of the week. just where they get off is so very
• • . »
apt to be carried far beyong his
Jennie Cook
or her own station.
The death of Mrs. Jennie Cook at
her home ln this town caused great
sadness to the community. Mrs.
Cook was born March 20. 1882 at
Pleasant Point, Cushing, daughter
TO ORDER YOUR
of Hiram and Janette <Davis)
Young. She spent her girlhood in
Pleasant Point and attended school
there where she had a host of
friends.
DOST BS AN
She Was married in May 1906 to
George M. Cook of this town and,
ALL PRICES—ALL SIZES
| that year they moved to Monhegan
1 where they resided for several years.
■ In that community also, she had)
' a great number of friends by whom
And Great Jehosophat, Just she was held in high esteem. HavAxel E. Brunberg
See What This Guy J ing moved to this town in 1926 she
faithfully
cared
for
her
mother
Mrs
Tel. 197-W
Did!
Jeanette Cook until her death In
I 414 Main St., Rockland
Last Friday at the Star Alleys, 1934
134T-Satl57
The deceased had a fine personal
the Knox County Champion. (The

electricity if yon share wry
day! In jnet a shon MM
yoorCtoae-Shaeer willhono
paid for itself and yon will
proht —not only in caah.
but in getting the smooth
est. fastest, most coaafonable shaves of your life.
Thr Remington shaves at
close as a blade, faster,
without scraping or afcao
irritation.

CLOSE

DO NOT FORGET

S4aan.ttat iwsftj

CALENDARS
FOR 1939

The Community
in vi
Bowling
League

t' A

W BT

RUTH WARD

‘The Great Arico”

The
Bald Mountain Co.

Great Arico), gave notice tliat lie is'
John Bird Co. was down 38 pins ' ready onoe again to meet all com
at the end of their match Friday- ers. when he broke all existing alley
night with Olendenning's. The first and city records for four and five
string went to John Bird's by three strings.
Rolling with Ken Roes and Sher
pins, the next two going to the win
ner-. Chet Mason had high total wood Williams of the Elks, in a
of 307. and high single of 115 was friendly game, the Great Arico reg
istered 123 136. 135. 138. 138 for a
chalked up by Spud Murphy.
The Elks took the top team Ar four string total of 547 and a five
mour's over by 24 pins Armour's string total of 670. This shattered 1
had the first string by 25 pins, and all records ever rolled in the city
lost the second string by 27. The, for four and five strings and prob-1
third string belonged to the Elks; ably will start the challenges flying
by 22 pins. Scores ran low. Ker.' for his Knox County title
Roer having high total of 292. and j Mike is almost ready to go now
Charlie McIntosh and Roes each and will let the boys from Camden.
railing the single high. 101 The Vinal Haven. Thomaston, Union
and other sections, know when he
scores:
is in trim for the 20 string totals.
Olendenning's 14)
Attention, please. Frank Gardner!
Murphy ............... 91 89 115-295
Glendenning ...... 99 92 91—282 How would you like to start off this
Roger.- ................ 91 109 80-280 year's match game with Arico? The
Soffayer ............. 87 92 77—250 champ is arranging a schedule,
Williams
89 92 97—278 which will allow him a full night off
from his duties at tliA Paramount
457 474 460 1391 Luncli. in order to meet all Knox
County challengers at the Star Al
Co. (11
87 77 72—236 leys. Let's go Grover, Stevenson.
Jordan
Roes. Hobbs, Carr and Williams.
78 99 88-265
Cummings
S. A R.
Marshall
103 88 92-283
Snow .....
78 87 97-262
POLITICAL BIGS
114 106 87—307
Mason

143 it

141-143

$5.00

GREGORYS

Easy And Convenient Way To Save

WEEKLY PAYMENTS

25 Cents to $5.00
Christmas Club members are able to pay their way to a
HAPPY HOLIDAY and plan for such things as TAXES,
INSURANCE, AUTOMOBILE LICENSES or to add to a
SAVINGS ACCOUNT.

Your first deposit makes you a member of the Club. No dues, no red tape.

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

143-1:
I.A*

3.3.5,

9,3

Fo* a More

Don’t Take Chances With Smooth Worn
Dangerous Tires!

ROCKLAND

Clipshave Razor,

The Greatest Thrift Plan Ever Devised

BARGAIN PRICES ON TIRES AND
CHAINS

WALDOBORO GARAGE COMPANY

$7.50

NOW OPEN

Tlie Cut-Worm—"My policy is a
457 436 1353 reduction of cultivated acreage and j
a drastic curtailment of crops.”
Mosquoto—"My energies arc di- j
, Berliawsky
85 94—263 reeted towards securing just com-1
' McIntosh
98 101—280
pensation for all veterans who suf-'
Black
79 96—264
fered in the late trench warfare, j
Roes
......
tot 100—292
even to the last drop of tlie Capi
86 81—257
Brewer
talists' blood."
Wood-tick—“And I propane to'
435 44fi 472 1356
deal directly with the problem of.
■’s (I)
unemployment by inflation!"—from '
94 81 80—255 "Falmouth Enterprise.”
| Flagg ..........
i Brown ........
80 94 92—265
Jackson ............... 89 70 90—249
TIME OE MAN
100 92 94—286
Glidden .......
Ryder
97 85 94—276
Twenty years a-growing,
Forty years a-knowing.
460 422 450 1332
Ten more, odd. a-going
And his tale of years is told.
The effort to penetrate and plan
the future is fascinating but it is a
Too many prospective heirs early 1
useless occupation unless the fore embark upon an uncharted course
cast and the plan are checked I of extravagance, with dead reckon-1
against the present.
ing.

4.50- 20 U. S. ROYAL NOBBY TIRES
57.0(1
4 50-21 U. S. ROYAL NOBBY TIRES
......................
M#
4.75- 19 GILLETTE SUPER TRACTION TIRES
7.50
5.50- 17 U. S. ROYAL NOBBY TIRES ...................... ...............
8 25
5.25-18 U. S. ROYAL NOBBY TIRES ......................................
6.00-6.25-16 U. CL ROYAL NOBBY TIRES ........................ lO.O'l
6.50- 16 t S. ROYAL NOBBY TIRES ............................... 13.01
6.00-16 POLAR TIRES ....................
8.110
4.75- 1'' COMMONWEALTH TIRES ................................... 6.00
30x5
GILLETTESUPER TRACTION TIRES 18 ply)
20.00
32x6
GILLETTESUPER TRACTION TIRES (8 ply)
28 01
32x6
GILLETTESUPER TRACTION TIRES (10 ply)
36.00
5.50- 17 CHAINS ONLY
per oet $3.5(1
6.00-16 CHAINS ONLY ............................................ per set 3.75
32x6 HEAVY DUTY DUAL PNEUMATIC CHAINS, set, 15.00

Packard Razor,

Christmas Savings Club

460
•
(41
84
81
89
91
90

SALES FORD SERVICE
TELEPHONE 61
WALDOBORO, ME.

26-W

FRIENDSHIP

A Turn For The Wont

This Winter
D&H Anthrat
Kill your bin with I)& II Anthracite today anti be ready for tlie cold weather
tomorrow may bring. You'll like ils steady, even, casy-to-rcgulatc heat. ..

lhe type of heat that makes your home happier, healthier—more livable.
U.dl • ••

i Mtji 1 *
' VI!'

s
WWt

.

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
TEL.487
MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND

«H AN THH A CITE-THE 5 POINT mV
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Every-Other-Day

BAS MADE HER LAST TRIP

WALDO THEATRE
MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY
TEL. WALDOBORO 100

w NOVEMBER

Matinees Saturday and Sunday
and Holidays at 2.30. Additional
matinees when specified in pro
gram. Single evening shows
every evening at 8.00.
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LIDA G. CHAMPNEY

Steamer Vinal Haven Condemned Uncondition
ally Following Accident At Tillson’s Wharf

Correspondent

TeL 2229

Hope Cunningham, daughter oi [
Steamer Vinal Haven lias sailed Steamboat Editor in commendation ' Prin. and Mrs. George Cunningham !
her last mile in service after a long for General Agent Stinson in his de- entertained a group of friends
PAT O BRIEN
MARGARET LINDSAY
and varied career extending from cision to perpetuate the long fa- Wednesday in honor of her fifth j
JOHN PAYNE
1892. All of her days were spent ■ miliar voice of the dead ship by birthday. In the party were Lee
JOHNNIE DAVIS
plying the waters of the Penobscot placing her whistle on her jaunty and Verne Smith. George Gray,
in
Bays, largely on the Swan’s Island successor steamer W. 8. White. Edward Auspland, Arlene Daucett,
run. She has had comparatively I This precedent was followed with Nancy Cunningham and the hos
“GARDEN OF
few skippers during this long period | tile Bodwell. When she was wrecked tess. Mrs. Hazel Daucett and Mrs.
THE MOON”
at Swan's Island in 1924, her old Clayton Smith assisting Mrs. Cunand has been phenomenally free i
from serious mishaps. Arrange whistle was salvaged and functioned ningham in the arrangement of
THURS.-FRI., DEC, 1-2
oil the New Bodwell until her de games, which included pinning on
ments
have not been completed for
RONALD COLMAN
struction by fire. The Whistle was the donkey's tail, a peanut hunt
her final resting place—her own
BASIL RATHBONE
one of the few articles salvaged and other games dear to the heart
ers
being
uncertain
at
this
moment
FRANCES DEE
and is today, but slightly changed of little folks. A beautifully deco
whether to beach her for firewood
In
in pitch by fire and water, the voice rated birthday cake was featured in
and junk or give her a burial at sea.
“COMING EVENTS CAST THEIR
“
IF
I
WERE
KING
”
of
the sturdy North Haven. Foi- the refreshments, Hope received
• • • »
SHADOWS BEFORE”
lowers
of the sea will recall that ' many nice gifts,
Nov. 30 — Waldoboro — Lions’ Club
The burning of her companion
ladles’ night at Stahl's Tavern.
Dec. 2 — Camden—Senior class play
of many years, steamer Gov. Bod- when the grand old steamer : Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Simmons of
"Lend J.-» Tvur Baby" at Opera House.
Rockland Lodge, F.A.M., will work well. in March, 1931, was a severe Katahdin was withdrawn from Glenmere, Mr. and Mrs Delbert
Dec. 3—Benefit food sale for Knox
Hospital at Mansfield-Buttner Co
the Fcllowcraft degree Tuesday blow to the Vinal (Haven for it service and burned, her beautiful Simmons and son Emery of Mar
Dec. 6-8—Annual meeting of Maine
chime whistle was installed on the tinsville and Mr. and Mrs. Maurice
night.
State Grange in Augusta
presaged the arrival of two more
Dec. 7—Annual Methodist Church
them new and stately City of Ban Simmons of Tenant's Harbor were
modern ships, the North Haven and
fair.
gor.
Dec. 8 —Waldoboro— Garden Club
guests Thanksgiving Day of Mr. and
The postponed Goago Class social W. S. White. As a result the Vinal
meeting.
The passing of the Vinal Haven Mrs. Lou H. Morrill.
Dec. 8 -Owls Head— Entertainment will be held Thursday night, at the Haven went into the shadowland
will give rise to many memories
and fair by Owls Head Sewing Circle First Baptist Church.
Miss Lillian Whitmore returned
of spare boat for the Vinal Haven
Dec. 8-9 — "Apron-String Revolt,"
and anecdotes: How she sailed from Sunday t0 Burdett College af^r
Senior play at Rockland High School.
& Rockland Steamboat Co., and
Dec. 9—Thomaston—Federated Circle
Col. I. Leslie Cross was being only on rare occasions since the her builder s yard at Searsport into | spending the hollday recess with her
Fr'.r ln Congregational vestry.
Penobscot Bay's most famous parents, Mr. and Mrs. D. A
Dec
9 — Rockport — Senior class greeted at The Brook yesterday
Whit
White went into commission has her
comedy "Romance for Three" ln Town
steamboat war—how she burned at more.
after a week’s illness.
hall.
rich tenor voice been heard over
Dec. 12—Concert by William Harms
her dock at Vinal Haven—how she
the bay. The fact remains how
The Farm Bureau will meet
at Congregational Church
Mrs. Agnes K Shepherd was one ever, that with characteristic abil re-appeared, trappy and smart with Thursday at the home of Mrs. Wal
Federal food will will be distrib of tlie winners of the New England ity to come through in the pinches short stack and new houses—how ter Carroll for an all day session,
she was rebuilt and functioned for
uted tomorrow fzorn 8 to 4 o'clock, Foods parade contest this week.
the grand old ship functioned per
subject "Christmas Suggestions.”
many years, coming through from
at the city store.
fectly on her last two emergency
Mrs. Annie Spear, Mrs. Louise Hol
The good old ice-breaker Kick- periods of service, especially the past Swan's Island, under the peerless brook and Mrs. Amy Miller will
The Rockland Lions will learn apoo is being reconditioned at Curtis summer when she filled in the touch of Capt. Alvah Barbour when serve as dinner committee.
much about jdty' dutyund Superior Bay, Baltimore, preparatory to serv , breach for both boats, weeks on end. the great white flyers from Boston
The open meeting of the Twen
and Bangor cowered at anchor in
Court practice tomorrow when they ice in Penobscot Bay again this win
The beginning of the end for the
tieth Century Club scheduled for
the
harbor.
If
the
spirit
moves,
have as guest speaker. Clerk of ter. The craft will be here about Vinal Haven came on the morning
next Friday has been indefinitely
Courts Milton M. Griffin.
mid-December. You can’t keep a tide of iNov. 10 when her port guard take pen in hand:
postponed. A regular meeting, how
....
good boat down.
------- »
rail caught on a broken spile and
Arrived—1892-1938—S. S. Vinal ever will be held at the home of
Take notice—the William Hanns
she listed sharply, filled and sank. Haven, from Vinal Haven, Swan's Mrs. Charles S. Gardner with Mrs.
concert will be helcEDec. 12 at the
Troop 206. under the leadership Ten days later she was afloat again
Rena Carroll as reader.
Island and way landings.
Congregational Ct\ijl\l) time 3.15. of Mr. Rossnagel and his assistant but in such condition that she has
Departed—1938—S. S. Vinal Ha
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Paul and
The Knox Hospital will benefit Mr. Trott met ln the Congregational been condemned unconditionally.
ven for oblivion and Davy Jones' family of Rockland and Brainerd
from the proceeds.
church. A tenderfoot badge was
Many persons will join with the Locker. Three whistles.
Paul and son Richard were holiday
awarded to a new member. Games
guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Paul.
Rev. H. I. Holt occupied the were played till adjournment when
Two small fires Saturday and
trend. I'd like to see the producer
HATS OFF TO GREENLEAF!
Masonic street residents were tak
Miss Lois Burns who spent the
Methodist pupit Suri?Mv in the ab the meeting closed with the scout
brought nearer to the consumer.
yesterday sent the apparatus scur ing their hats off to ex-Alderman holiday with her parents, Mr. and
sence of Dr. Wilson. Mr. Holt has master's benediction.
rying after a long absence.
As long as these two faculties are
j So Says Port Clyde Man Who Be
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prayer meeting.
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was to have been Held at the Ocean J. N. Southard commending the
a broken right arm.
Lazy people are a fertile market
It is also necessary to go to Wash- sloner. He is appealing to the lob
home.
View Ball Room tomorrow night Rockland public landing. He said in
Russell S. Hewett, son of Capt.
ster fishermen of Maine to fill out for all new devices. Don't imagine
has been cancelled, the management part, "We particularly appreciated and Mrs. Charles G. Hewett has
Mr. and Mrs. Elliot Merrifield and ington before the L.E.C. which
the questionnaires which were re that your energetic housewives wer"
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Rockport by Mrs Arethusa Robbins,
_____
Earle Achorn, a member of the]
and is really trying to help us. tors, washing-machines, automai i.night conferring initiatory degrees
Stanley Cates pleaded "not guilty" just before the storm, were added to
Chief of Police Fish and Patrol- i
Public school faculty, who ing thousands of dollars.
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Grover of York. Worthy Orand yesterday, one for breaking, enter
moned before the State Liquor Com- reccss' met wlth a Painful accident because of good business, it seemed ' percent.
Matron of the Grand Chapter of ing with intent to commit larceny
Dr. H V. Tweedie will lead to
i mission in connection with recently Prida>’ while a“tetln« Kelth Crock‘ a necessity to order a large tur
As we all know, tlie lobster fisher
Maine, was unable to be present on at the W. A. Kennedy store; and night's prayer service at Pratt Me
ett to shovel out his car which had bine which however was not in men of Maine were sold down the
account of the storm, thus postpon the other breaking, entering, withr morial M. E. Church in the absence suspended licenses
oecome stalled in the snow near stalled until October, 1938 when river at the special session of the
ing inspection scheduled for that intent to commit larceny at the of the pastor, Dr. Guy Wilson, who
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office of L. E. McRae. He was held has been called to Fort Fairfield
stopped shovelling and stepped back Now thc company would be as well ] the price of our lobsters has dropped
on both charges for the February
I Charles Burton Brown died at the tt is said that a through car came without it.
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where four stitches were taken to
BEANO TONIGHT
ly means that the street cannot
with his daughter, Mrs. Clara Cou- c,osc lhe WQUnd Hp returned hQme about 5% better than in November,
1937.
7.30 o’clock
The annual fair of Pratt Meino- be adequately cleared of snow and
big. His, was a home loving dis- j Monday.
Central Maine output is steadily
AMERICAN LEGION
r.ai, M. E. Church will be held, everybody must suffer for the parkposition and naturally fond of, Mrs. Carrie Clark and daughters increasing but under larger pro
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Dec. 7 in tlie church vestry at 2 er's selfishness. In another column
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of Mrs. Ivy Chatto. Mrs. Robert Ls in progress or likely fo be. get
wonder in view of this uncertainty
I
Ike's" Store.
services of Fred E. Small.
Gregory, chairman of entertain your ear off the public highway.
Funeral services were held Tues Mr and Mrs. Kenneth Wooster to this country.
ment. announces that a lecture at
day afternoon at the residence, Rev. and daughter Nancy of Bangor and
Magazines for Christmas. Life.
7.30. will be given by Vernon L.
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Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Wooster of
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one-year
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with 175 full size screen pictures bargain price list. Fred E. Harden,
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giving Day, their guests being Mr.
Clara Couhlg; a son Bert L. Brown, and Mrs. Elmer Crockett and Mr.' boxes to select from at The CourierStevens—At Danbury. Conn . Nov 18.
RUSSELL
to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Stevens for
and flve grand children. Margaret, and Mrs. George Crockett of Cam- r Gazette office. Three-day service
BENEFIT SUPPER
merly of (Rockland, a son
FUNERAL
HOME
guaranteed.—adv.
tf
Anderson—At Vinal Haven, Nov 24.
Virginia, Lucille and Mary Egan
AND CARD PARTY
to Mr and Mrs. Henry Anderson, a son
9 CLAREMONT ST. TEL, 662 and Bert L. Brown Jr. Burial was den and Mr. and Mrs. Carl Maddox
and daughter Isabel.
OWL'S HEAD TOWN HALL
ROCKLAND, ME.
If its winterizing, snow-treads,
98-tf in the family lot at Sea View ceme
MARRIED
Due to the storm the service Sun
Wednesday, Nov. 30
chains or anti-freeze you wan',
tery.
Pierre-Getchell—At Camden, Oct 22.
SUPPER 25c.
CARDS lOe
day night at the Methodist Church
come up to Stan's, the Jenny sta
Make 1938 Christmas Truly Memorable for
142-143 Donald E Pieroe and Flo L Oetchelt
was omitted.
tion at 118 Park street, and learn
Byron Rider has returned to Bur
Mother, Wife, Daughter or Sweetheart, with
DIED
the special prices made possible by
dett College after a holiday recess
Woodman—At Portland. Nov 26. Dr.
the
volume
of
the
recent
storm-buy

Daniel N. Woodman, formerly of North
spent with his parents. Mr. and
Haven, aged 77 yearn. Funeral at Yar
ing which allows us to buy to ad
mouth this afternoon.
Mrs. Frank Rider.
vantage. Firestone Ground-Grip
Bowers—At Camden, Nov. 26. Frank
Funeral services for Fred E
A
Bowers.
Funeral Tuesday at 2
pers as low as $795 cash. Others
A Beautiful Assortment to Choose From, in
79 PARK ST, ROCKLAND. ME. oclock from residence. Interment in
Small,
81, a former resident of this
Mountain cemetery
in proportion. Change your trans
cluding a Complete Lins of the Famous
Heal—At Camden, Nov. 26. Loulne.
home, whose death occurred Friday mission grease and have your car
Complete CHIROPRACTIC
widow of Fred H. Heal, aged 83 years
at Bangor, were held Sunday at tlie lree-solvenized at Boynton's today.
l.ougee
—
At
Salem.
Mass.
Nov
28
HEALTH SERVICE
fdella (Small) Lougee. formerly of
Russell Funeral Home with Rev. J
See the amazing ease with which
Rockland.
The approach of cold weather prompts the
(12 Years 4a Rockland)
W. Hyssong officiating. Interment
you can start and shift.—adv.
Water Company to urge its customers to heed the
By Appointment
Phone 1163
was in Amesbury Hill cemetery.
CARD UF THANKS
WALNUT, MAHOGANY, MAPLE
116-lI7Ttf
We wish to express our heartfelt
The bearers were Herbert Clough.
following suggestions:
thanks to relatives, friends and neigh
bors. especially the Camden & Rock
Lester Shibles, A. F. Russell and
land WBter Co. and employes, who In
1. Be sure the shut-off in the cellar is in working
Robert Russell.
may ways helped us so much In our
SUN MC NTUES WED THU FRl SAT

TUES.-WED., NOV. 29-30

"T 7 3 4 5
6 i 8 9 10 11 12
13 Li 15 16 17 18 19
202 122 23 24 25 26
27 213 29 30

TALK OF THE TOWN

HATS OFF _

Heard An Authority

Caught Cold?

JOIN OUR CHRISTMAS

Cedar Chest Club
NOW

SPECIAL NOTICE
TO WATER TAKERS

Blake B. Annis, D. C.

THE IDEAL GIFT

LANE CEDAR CHESTS

BURPEES
MORTICIANS
Ambulance Service
TELS. 390 AND 781-1

361-365 MAIN RT, ROCKLAND
110-tf

recent and sudden bereavement; and
for the many beautiful flowers sent
ln tribute.
Mrs. Sarah Marcello, Edward Mar
cello. Robert Marcello. Ruth Marcello.
Mrs. Edl'h O’Brien and family. Mrs.
Leroy Young and family. Mrs. Jesse
Harriman and family.
'
CARD OF THANKS
Wc wish to express our deep gratl
tvdc and appreciation to our relatives
and many friends who In many ways
helped us so much ln our recent and
sudden bereavement of our dear mother
and grandmother: also to those who
sent many beautiful floral tributes.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Winchenpaw and
daughter, Mr. and Mrs Ralph Win
chenpaw, Mi
and Mrs Harold Winchenpaw and daughter,
Friendship

Donald E. Haskell, D.C.

order and accessible at all times.
2. Be sure to know how the shut-off works.

3. Be sure to close it if there is danger of pipes
bursting from freezing of water.

4. The metered consumer is reminded of his re
sponsibility for the protection of the meter
against freezing, hot water, or other damage.

CAMDEN & ROCKLAND WATER CO.

A free cooking school will be
conducted at 2 p. m. Thursday.
Dec. 1 at the Congregational ParIth house Camden.
Christinas
menus will be featured by Miss
Ruth Cluff. home economist for the
Central Maine Power Co. All food
will be given away. Tlie public
is most cordially invited—no ad
mission charge.—adv.
READ ALL THE NEWS
THEN REAP AU. THE APS

AFTER NOVEMBER 30
Will Be At
,
t

93 Union St.,

Rockland
11

THE SIMPLE, EASY PLAN

You deposit $1.00 and pay $1.00 per week
and we will deliver the beautiful Cedar Chest
of your choice.
A "Moth Insurance Guarantee" goes wilh every Lane Cedar Chest

Business
PRINTING
Social
(.ood quality. Low prices
Drop me a card and I will call; tio
obligations. Mall Orders, write for
Samples.
A. W. DECROW
125 Talbot Ave.,
Rockland, Me.
133*8145

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
313-329 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.
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ator at the local exchange, has been
visiting relatives in Belfast.
Maurice Scates and Everett Mac
Mrs. George Walker, who was a
Donald celebrated the holiday by
patient two weeks at the Maine Eye
A1HNA L STARREHT
and Ear Infirmary in Portland, re
l atest news from Lincoln County towns collected by our diligent cor each bringing down a deer.
turned home Sunday with Dr. Fred
Oeorge
Killon
is
enroute
to
Cali

Correspondent
respondents. Send Waldoboro news to Mrs. Louise Miller, telephone 27.
G. Campbell, who had motored there
fornia.
for her. George Walker, who had
Tri t9
Mrs. Otto Kimmich and son. Law- j Miss Shirley Burns of Portland
Among the holiday family parbeen registered at the Lafayette
rence of Tenafly. N. J., arrived Mon- has been recent guest of her par-! ties were At the home of Wales
Hotel in Portland to be near Mrs.
day to visit her parents Mr. and ents Mr. and Mrs. Fred Burns.
( Sherman, were Mr and Mrs. Joseph
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Gordon and '
Mrs S. H Weston.
Good Luck Rebekah Lodge meets. Wentworth of Appleton. Mr. and Mrs. Alice Gordon were dinner j Walker, also returned home with
them. Mrs. Walker is doing very
Mr ant! Mrs. Samuel Stahl are !Dec 6- Each meeting during the | Mrs. John Lloyd and son of Vassal- |
guests Thanksgiving Day of Mrs. j
well is the report.
winter
will
be
preceded
by
a
supboro.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Raymond
HanWilliam Bryant, and Robert Clark .
in Florida for the winter.
Members of the Woman's Club are
Mrs. Vir/’l Wallace and son. May-| per which, will be served by Friend- non and child and Mr. and Mrs in Union. They were supper guests i reminded of the meeting Thursday
I
Maurice
Scates
—
At
Forest
Tibat the home of Mis Blanche Miller
nurd were holiday weekend guests Is
night, a feature of which will be
Miss Alfreda Ellis a student at | bets’ were Mr. and Mrs. Arthur and family in Burkettville.
of her mother. Mrs Irvin Varney in
the Christmas tree to which each
Farmington Normal School passed. Overlook and son Robert of SouUi ;
Georges River Mills remained ' memj>er wjy ta|5„ a wrapped gift
Bath.
‘ the school recess with her parents Liberty and Charles Tibbetts of [
closed Monday becaues of the
Mrs. S. H Weston who has been ! Mr and Mrs. Otis Ellis
Mr and Mrs. William Stickney
Palermo.—Mr. and Mrs. Irving
funeral services for Frederick Jeal and sons Richard and William re
seriously ill is improving. Mrs.
Hannon had their son Hazen of U
ous. son of L F. Jealous, one of the turned Sunday to Framingham.
Harold Sprague Ls assisting at the I
of M., Mr. and Mrs. Arthur BoynNORTH
WARREN
mill owners, and many of the em Mass., after passing the holiday
Weston home.
i ton. son Arthur and daughter Doroployes attended the services a’ th weekend with Mr and Mrs. Joseph
Louis Boissonneault has returned
Woodbury Robinson brought down: thy of Coopers Mills. —Mr. and Mrs.
heme in Thomaston The youth had Stickney.
from a visit in Lowell. Mass.
!a six-point buck lari Thursday.
I Oliver Harriman and daughter
many friends in this town particu- | Mr and Mrs. Maurice Hahn, acMr. and Mrs. S. H. Weston were
Mr. and Mrs C W. Mank spent! Margaret and Mrs. Cora Elwell
hosts Thanksgiving Day to Mr. and Thanksgiving Day with Mr. and were entertained at the home of larly among the mill employes, since ! companied by Miss Harriet Hahn,
Mrs. Lawrence Weston. Mr. and , Mrs H A jjawes jn
Union. Mr. and Mrs. James Burkill.—Mr he nad learned to weave, and to spin i Miss Susie Hahn and Joseph Hahn,
Mrs. Kenneth Weston. Miss R
Armas Anttilla of Massachusetts and Mrs. Roy Trask were in Edge- at the mill. Of a friendly and pleas i motored recently to Belfast, where
Gene Keene and James Young.
spent the holiday at his home here comb at the Frank Trask home — ing personality, he had that quality, I they were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Prof. Allen Benner spent the holi-. QWjng to blocked roads, there Mr. and Mrs. Carl Turner and fam- which made him friends where rer ! Charles Hahn.
day weekend in Springfield. Mass. was n0 Qrange meeting Friday.
' ily and Mr. and Mrs. Everett Mac- he was. It was with a feeling of
The inspection of Crescent Tem
Mrs. Colby Wallace of Back Cote i More snow has fallen here this Donald visited Mr. and Mrs R J great sympathy for the bereaved ple. P. S.. planned for last Friday
parents, that flowers were sent from night has been postponed.
spent Thanksgiving and the week- month than in past two »-jnters.
: Turner in East Palermo.
the mill employes, overseers, business
i nd with her son Virgil Wallace. , oeorge Gracie and family of Bill-'
-----------------Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Mills of this
men and the baseball club of this town. Mr. and Mrs. John Mills. Mrs.
Mrs. James E. Lockery. Mrs. Ed'|eri<?a. Mass. passed the holiday reSOI ITH THOMASTON
town.
y ard Cummings and son of Bath cess wtth Mrs. Clara Gracie and i
_____
Elizabeth Mills. MLsses Gloria and
The condition of James MacDou- Virginia Mills of Rockland, were
and MLss Grace Cotton of Revere. Mrs Bernice Young in East Union.!
i,.,, _
Mass, were vLsltors Saturday at
waiter Fevler was a visitor
** ' E " HaskeI1 uas gufst gall, still a patient a: Knox Hospi-1 recent dinner guests of Mr and Mrs.
the home of Mrs. Lilia Blaney.
Thanksgiving Day at the home of'^X'^VDs Or’r n^nn,
i tai. following his accident, is im- Walter Chaples. and Miss Doris Hy
The illustrated lecture which ns'D,^ Mank
• idau«ht*r Mrs. Orrrn Benner
proving. and it is expected he will ler in Rockland.
to have been presented by Dr. I Colby Post of Rockland spent the1 Miss Helen Sleeper of Bridgewa- be able to return to his home this i Mrs. Newell Eugley, who has been
George Coombs of the State De-i hoiiday recess wit his mother. Mrs 'ter Mass spent the holltlay her<“ week.
| seriously ill for several weeks, is impartment of Health Tuesday night, Ri]da Rost
, The Copeland family of Owl's
Mr and Mrs. Benjamin E. Watts i proving.
____________
Head are occupying the Fred Bohn entertained at a Thanksgiving din
in the high school auditorium by >
Deer shot to date in this town are:
the Parent-Teacher's Association |
Birthplace of General Sheridan
l’-3ce
ner party Mr. and Mrs. Lincoln Mc Nov. 24. Lee Oxton buck and Wood
has been postponed until Jan. 6.
The birthplace of Gen. Philip H. ! Judge Oscar Emery and family Rae and sen Lincoln. Mrs. Lillian bury Robinson buck; Nov. 26. Sidney
Mrs. Peggy Webber and Miss I Sheridan was for some time a dfs- of of Bar Harbor passed ThanksMcRae and Mr. and Mrs E C. Billings, a doe. and Joseph Leonard.
Laura Barter of Feyler’s Comer puted point. Some historians said giving at J M Bartlett's.
Jr., a doe. This makes 17 deer
Bcody. all of Rockland.
have been spending a few days with 1 Albany, N. Y., some said on board
Mr and Mrs. Roy Light and
George Teague had dinner witn tagged in this town.
the vessel while his parents were . , ,
.
,
Mrs Amos Achorn.
Miss Florence Cain, who visited
coming over from Ireland, and !amlIy
Allday guests of Mrs Mr. and Mrs. John Teague on the
Mrs. Emma Bailey has returned i
ten days with Rev. and Mrs. Charles
some said Somerset, Ohio, He was Light's sister Mrs. Amos Norton. holiday.
from a visit in Beverly, Mass.
W. Turner, returned Sunday to
Mrs. Light remained for a few days
born in Albany.
Miss Rilla Piper of Thomaston was
A public card party for the bene- !
Clinton, motoring through with Mr.
visit.
•
d.nner guest the hoiiday of Mr. and
fit of the Public Library will be j
Highest Church Steeple in World
and Mrs. Ray Robinson and Miss
Miss Elizabeth Till arrived last
held Thursday at 7.30 o'clock in
The highest church steeple in the Tuesday from Boston to spend the Mrs. Fred Mathews and Miss Geor Eileen Kimball of Newport who had
gia Mathews.
the Men s Club room in Moose ; world is in Ulm, Germany. It ‘
passed the holiday weekend with Mr
reaches 528 feet above the ground* holiday at her home here.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Diilaway re and Mrs. M R Robinson.
building.
Mrs. Eugene Clement of Win- ; turned Saturday to Everett, Mass.,
Mrs. Dora H. Yorke and Miss and dates from the Middle ages. It
is more than 100 feet higher than- throp Mass. visited her aunt Mrs. after passing the holiday weekend
Grace Yorke were Rockland visitors
that of Todt Hill, Staten island, the Elizabeth Babb a few days recently.
Saturday.
highest point on the Atlantic matt Mrs Babb accompanied her on re with Mr. and Mrs. Charles P. Diila
Hint* for Homemakers
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Holdenson of I of the United States.
way at Hillcrest Homestead farm.
turned
Sunday
and
will
spent
the
By Jane Rogere
They were accompanied by their
Brookline. Mass., returned home
winter
there
Cairn
Marks
Important
Point
1 cousin. Miss Muriel Diilaway.
Monday after passing the holiday f
Mr. and Mrs Robert Robinson had spent a vacation with Mr
A few miles north of Traverse
weekend with their daughter. Mrs
City, Mich., stands a cairn contain- jand Mrs. Lena Simmons went Mon- | Mrs. Charles Diilaway,
Herbert Newbegin.
Mrs. Annie Thompson returned ing a stone from each county in the day to Winthrop. Mass . Mrs. SimMr. anti Mrs. Frank D. Rowe I
state. It marks the exact mid-point
Monday from Dorchester. Mass.. • between the Equator and the North mons will remain for the winter were dinner guests Thursday of Mr.!
where she had been guest of Mr pole, but was erected to honor a with her sister Mrs. Fred Bowers. i and Mrs. Harry E. Rowe in Ells- 1
The "Beano Gang" gave Mrs. i worth.
and Mrs. Nelson Thompson.
veteran resort association manager.
----------------------Georgia Snow a surprise birthday
Francis Reed of Providence, has
Weekend holiday guests of Edw'n
Origin of Term 'Poet Laureate'
party last Tuesday at the home of Kalloch. North Warren, were Mr.
been recent guest of Mr. and Mrs i
The laurel tree in ancient Greece Mrs Carolvn
Mrs Snow
Herbert Standish.
and Mrs. George Eaton of Reading;
The Susannah Wesley Society ' was considered sacred to Apollo. rece|ve(, a ghoww Qf handkerchiefs Mass.
• -1
patron of poets. It was the custom
will be entertained Thursday after to crown poets who had won dis. and a case to hold them RefreshMr. and Mrs Arnold Robinson
noon at the home of Mrs. Henry tinction with a wreath of laurel and ments were served by Mrs. Annie and daughter Valerie returned home
thus the word laureate came to Dennison
K Crowell.
Sunday from Malden. Mass., after t
Mr and Mrs. George Brown and mean honored or eminent.
, Albert Davis Jr., recently ac ! spending the holiday weekend with 1
daughter Isobel who have been i
companied Hugh Knowlton on a Mr. and Mis. Nathaniel Starrett.
Be Good. Not Too Trustful
visiting Mrs. Browns parents Mr
motor trip to Boston
Mr. and Mrs. George Ranquist
“Be good and be kind,” said Hi
and Mrs. Osborne Welt returned Ho. the sage of Chinatown, “but at • Mrs. Georgia Snow was holiday i and children Manlvn, Vernon and |
comes home with the news that
X^oU^co^U?^ for
Sunday to Brookline. Mass.
the same time don't be too trustful. ' guest of Mr and Mrs William Orif- Norma were holiday guests of Mrs. |
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Riley and . The fact that you own an umbrella fin in Rockland.
Ranquist s father. Everett Wincapaw | this year, you can be certain that
son. Stephen of South Portland re- , that some rascal has borrowed will
for the very first dance she is going
The Sleeper family to the number | tn Thomaston.
turned home Sunday after visiting not keep the rain off of you.”
Mr and Mrs John Davis were re- It0 com«_0*moring for •
for
of 28 gathered at the home of Mrs.
punch. So clip this for your file and
Mrs. Riley's father. Stephen A.
cent
dinner
guests
in
Belfast
of
Mr
Eva
Sleeper
Thursday
to
celebrate
have it ready and waiting. It’s easy
Character and Reputation
Jones. They were accompanied,
J and Mrs. Bert Benner.
to prepare and has a zip and tang
There is a broad distinction be Thanksgiving. Those present were:
on their trip by Miss Anne Ash- 1 tween character and reputation, for Mrs. Sleeper, her granddaughter
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence H Adams that is refreshing and * stimulating
worth who w’as enroute to St. Johns- one may be destroyed by slander, Elizabeth Till. Mr and Mrs. Wal- i and daughters Mary and Betty, re and very acceptable to the teen-age
thirst
bury. Vt.. after passing the school while the other can never be ter Drinkwater. Mr. and Mrs. Daniel turned Monday to Hartford. Conn.,
Prom Trotters Punch
recess with her parents Dr. and harmed save by its possessor.-Hol- Noonon. Mr and Mrs Cleveland after passing the holiday weekend
1 gallon fresh orange Juice
■4 gallon fresh lemon juke
Mrs. T. C. Ashworth.
1 gallon cherry Juke
_______________
Sleeper and three sons. Mr and Mrs with Mr. and Mrs. H. D Sawyer.
4 gallon* canned uruueetened Hawaiian
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Forrester and
The
sudden
change
in
the
weather
pineapple Julee
Test for Wool
Geo sl<*P*“r- Mrs Rebecca ThornVj gallon grape Juke
two sons of Oradell, N. J., and Mr.
To test woolen fabric: Boil it in a dike' Willard Sleeper and daughters from a mild temperature to mid4 gallons water
r nd Mrs. Walter O'Conner of Staten solution of caustic soda. The wool Helen and Susie. Hezzy Crandall, January weather is clearly shown in
■4 pint strawberry syrup
3 pounds cane sugar
Island. N. Y., returned Sunday to will dissolve into a jelly-like mass, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Sleeper, son this incident. Mrs. Clarence B Tol
12 quarts ginger ale
Slices of oranges, lemons and pineapple
their homes after visiting Mr. and but any cotton that may be present Stanton, daughter Marjorie. Mr man picked several dandelion blos
iemi
will remain intact.
Mrs. Andrew Currie.
Block of ice
and Mrs. Albert Davis, son Albert soms Wednesday, and Friday the
Mix
all ingredients except ginger
Mrs. A. D. Gray returned Sunremaining blossoms were covered ale, sliced trait and ice. and let
and daughter Connie.
Sal,
Timber
Tree,
Protected
ca.v from Bluehill where she lias
under eight inches of snow The staBd overnight in a cool place (re
Sal is a valuable timber tree the
been visiting relatives.
temperature made a sudden drop frigerator preferred). Before serv
wood of which resembles teak.
TENANT’S HARBOR
time, place clear block of ice in
Mr. and Mrs. Ervin Pinkham and Large forests occur in India, where
too to 16 degrees above all day ing
bowl, pour in punch, nnd add ginger
son Wayne of Nobleboro wer" the tree is widely planted and offi
Mr. and Mrs Clifton Marshall Friday. Monday morning's unofficial ale. Garnish top of ice block with
visitors Sunday at the home of her cially protected.
spent the holiday weekend with temperaturf^at 7 o'clock in Warren sliced fruit. Approximately 360 serv
ings (15 gallons).
mother, Mrs. Lila Lovejoy.
Mr and Mrs. L H Watts of Somer registered two below zero. The first
‘White City of the North’
horse sled of the season in operation
Helsinki, capital of Finland, is, ville. former residents of this town
known as the “White City of the1 Mr. and Mrs. Marshall. Mr. and was seen Monday forenoon. Every
f,xW?
North” because so many of its build Mrs. Watts and Capt. and Mrs. where snow removal equipment was
Charles Holbrook passed Sunday ir. not ready, and towns, are still dig
ings are light in color.
Providence with Mr. and Mrs. Wi!- ging out. Sub-zero temperature in
Call 1848 'Year of Revolutions’ [liam Murphy who at one time re- November is a rare sight.
Historians refer to 1848 as the sided in thu communlty.
Miss Alice Piper, telephone operPAROXYSMS
year of revolutions because of tbe
numerous uprisings which occurred
•■
and BRONCHIAL COUGHS
that year throughout Europe.
AN AGE OLD MEDICINE
THAT HAS THE BACKING
Leprosy Most Feared Disease
OF HUNDREDS OF PEOPLE
Leprosy was regarded between
Read what one woman has lo say:
the Sixth and Fifteenth centuries as
Biddeford, Maine,
by far the most dangerous disease
I have had asthma for twenty
then known.

WALDOBORO AND VICINITY

WEST LIBERTY

WARREN

★★★★
★*

years
During this time I used ad
renalln and capsules for relief.
Nothing I’ve ever taken can surpass
the complete results that STANTOM
gave me.
I freely recommend this medicine
over all others.

Name and Address on request.
STANTOM IS GUARANTEED

ON A MONEY REFUND
139 144

BASIS

Below Sea Level

The Sahara desert is 150 feet be
low sea level; the Caspian sea, 86
feet; the Dead sea, 1,290 feet.

PORTL AMO,MAINE

Days of November
Julius Caesar gave November 31
days, but the original number of 30
was restored by Augustus.

t
Soon after this picture of Al Mingalone. newsreel cameraman, hang
ing like a gondola from a cluster of
balloons over Old Orchard country
club, was made, the anchor rope
broke, and Mingalone, who had
gone aloft for some novel shots of
golfers and traffic beneath him,
started on a thrilling 13-mile sky
ride. Well-placed shots by rescu
ers in pursuit of the drifting pho
tographer finally punctured several
balloons, and Mingalone came down
in a cornfield unhurt.

HORIZONTAL

1-Den
4-Relieved
8-Trust
11-Revolve»
13-Resist authority
15-Negative
17- Wagers
18- Distant
19- Comparative suffix
20- Without moisture
22- A compass point
(abbr.)
23- 1nto
24- Eagle
25- Scotch river
27-That is(Latin abbr.)
29- One hundred fifty
30- Before
31- Cautes
33-Evergreen tree
36- Make a mistake
37- Demand
38- Sainte (abbr.)
39-Terminate
42-0Id musical instru
ment (pi.)
46-Chum
48-Male fowl
50-Lingers
52- Contend with
53- Prefix. Backward

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
54- Very
55- Propeller
56- Assign
57- Specimen (abbr.)
58- Treasurer (abbr.)
60-Butt
62- Houae of Lordi
(abbr.)
63- A vegetable
65-Vessel
67- Pronoun
68- Feather
69- Foot-lever
71- Repast
72- Fear
73- Sour
VERTICAL
1- Debark
2- Pronoun
3- Polish by friction
4- Twist together
5- Stupid person
6- Epoch
7- One who corrupts
8- Pronoun
9- Suffix, An oil
10-Gain
12-Residence (abbr.)
14-lnterdict
"6-Command

VERTICAL (Cont.)
19-Build
21-Period of time
24-Greek god of love
26-Plural suffix
28- A shield-bearer
29- A cutting tool (pi.)
30- The (Sp.)
31-Allude
32- Conjunction
34- Myself
35- Psrt of a ship (pi.)
40- Unusual
41- Old Dutch coin
42- A highway (abbr.)
43- Coneider carefully
44- lndented
45- Musical note
46- A fruit
47- Set in order
49-Prefix. Apart
51-Preposition
56- Simulate
57- Japanese coin
99-Clear of
61-Thaw
63- Babylonian god
64-Sailor
a
65- Mineral spring
66- Small lump of butiei
|68-Father
!70-Musleil note

(Solution to previous puzzle)

. □widTllOiAlTl_

TENANT’S HARBOR
DAYS

Just a few minor scratches were
asEB
ail that Crash Waller netted in the
L;C
a@B
spectacular “flip" of his racing car
O
while going at high speed in the
HSB
Els
Editor
of
The
Courier-Gazette:
—
final races held at Lakewood Park.
Dj I MJlAlY
DB
Here “Crash” is shown removing
There are events which stand "out
DJCT
v|a|lL
LlcIBwklP
his goggles after climbing out from sharp and clear as the figures on a
H]O a ns
beneath the wrecked racer.
ElU
sWrc
cameo brooch and the farther away
i [dBw
R
p □SQ
one gets, the more distinct they be
Pl o Rhj
1
MOlS
come. In my own life it is my first
N iE s sj
job.
R rE
In the fall of 1880 I was appointed '
Instructor at the school in that1
part of the town adjacent to the chance of my being killed by car
large and prosperous village. I got bon monoxide anyway.
the job of teaching 15 pupils, read-! The winter of 1884-85 I taught in
in', ’ritln' and Tithmetic at Wild ’ Gabbletown. I then lived opposite
Cat. I was 15 plus, old for my age j
where the road turns to go to Long
or large for my size; I have for- '
Cove, so it was nearest to go up the
gotten which it was.
The Biblical injunction. "Ask. ana old road and through the woods.
it shall be given you" did not apply That wagjh fine tramp. When
to that job. I did not ask. The school cIoctc! at 4 o'clock, it was
superintendent of schools. Dr. Al just delightTb^ on a sunshiny day
bert Woodside, said to me. “Young
about twilight tqhave one of those
man, I want you to teach the school
gallinaceous
birds of the tetranoid
at Wild Cat this winter" "Mine not
tribe
fly
up
and
away with a whirr
Tot Presnell, the Dodger rookie to reason why. mine but to teach."
I
think
my
schoolmaster,
F
O
of
wings;
or
scare
a lepus cunicuknuckle-bailer, is stretched out on
the diamond after being hit by a Y’oung. must have sicked him onto lus from his lair, and “yumping
line drive off the bat of Ival Good me. as he had me slated to teach yiminy. hew he would yump.”
man. Reds outfielder. The Dodger school.
Tlie only time I boarded out was
hurler had to be carried off the field
Dinner pail in hand. I left home in 1885 when I taught on the
on a stretcher. Dodger teammates Nov. 1. 1880 on foot for Wild Cat. Georges River road in South Thom
surround the injured player at EbThe way was through that part of aston. The/c I received $16.66 a
betts field.
the village known as the Harbor, month, plui board. My boarding
thence by the Long Cove road (now place was next door to the school
Tick-Tock of 125 Clocks
the road to Thomaston) through house. For a walk. I tramped to
Make Home Lively Place the woods, by Haskell s Cove to the i Thomaston once in a while.
CLEVELAND.-When Charles S. schoolhouse, about 2'b miles. I ! Calvin Coolidge, in his autobiog
Mills has time on his hands he goes
tramped that five miles each day for; raphy. says, “The board and room
out and buys another clock. He al
four
months. There are millions of of the teacher for two weeks periods
ready has 125 clocks in his home,
people who do not know the thrill of (Plymouth, Vt.) was then assigned
all in running order.
i
Mills, an automobile mechanic tramping flve miles a day in the to the lowest bidders. The rates
and machinist, started with an old winter (Maine seacoast weather) ran from 56 cents a week In the
square mantle clock, bought tor a through rain, snow, mud or what- summer to as high as $1.25 in the
dime. He took it apart and put it have-you. I do not recall that I got winter.'* ,
together and it ran smoothly.
any thrill out of it then, either.
From “The Village School Mas
Soon he had 50 clocks. His hobby
I
read
recently
that
there
are
ter"
by Oliver Goldsmith: “And
absorbed ail his spare time and
28,000 000 autos owned in the United der grew, that one small head could
money.
"I broke up 75 old clocks and kept States (that includes the one I do still they gazed, and still the wonthe works—and I gave away 50 not own). If any reader should carry all he knew.”
clocks before I cut my eyeteeth,” happen on a winter day in a North
Mills said.
east snow storm, in a closed car. to GEORGES RIVER ROAD
"When I come home from work I
ride over that route, bide a wee and
go into my clockroom. Sometimes I
There will be a meeting at the
j
just
have a think as to what it must
start them all going at once. It
I have meant to a 15-year old boy for home of Victor Ellison Thursday
takes an hour and a half.”
His clocks' ages range from 65 four winter months. There was no night at 7 o'clock. All are welcome.
to 170 years. It is at the even hour
that he is happiest. At this time the
cuckoos cuckoo, the chimes chime,
-or How NOT to Drive
the grandfather clock booms forth
and the Swiss musicbox clocks tin
kle melodiously.

CANYON, TEXAS. - The first
ipartment houses on record in the
Panhandle of Texas have been ex
cavated on Antelope creek, north
east of Amarillo, officials of the
West Texas State Teachers college
have disclosed.
Indian dwelling ruins, inhabitei.
apparently about 1300 A. D., have
been found in the Antelope creek
area.

Fare $2.50 each way
(Round trip rate discontinued)
LEAVE DAILY
VINAL HAVEN
ROCKLAND
NORTH HAVEN
8.15 A. M.
8.25 A. M.
8.00 A. M.
3.15 P. M.
3.00 P. M.
3.25 P. M.
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THESE GENTLEMEN. SOME
TIMES THE THRILLS ARE A
LITTLE TOO REALISTIC FOR s
COMFORT.
!

Indians of 1300 Lived
In Apartment Houses

SEAPLANE SERVICE

NEXT TO PUBLIC LANDING
TEL. ROCKLAND 338.
NIGHT TEL. THOMASTON 86
ROCKLAND, MAINE

but it's a living!
FURNISHING THRILLS FOR
THOUSANDS IS THE JOB OF i

Ol

First Official Patent
The first official United States
patent was issued in July, 1790.

AIRWAYS, INC.

Courier-Gazette Cross-Word Puzzle

Joe Juggernaut

Write for further information to

Di* Carrs Remedies Inc.

A Bit Hough:

WE BUY
Illustration above shows two of the lowest
priced Oldsmobiies ever built. This 1900 single
cylinder runabout listed for $650 f.o.b. factory,
and when the price of coal-oil lamps, top and
rain curtaint was added, it about equalled the $777_

factory delivered price of its 1939 successor, the
new Oldsmobile series "Sixty" business coupe.
Comparison of the two cars offers a dramatic
illustration of the increase in dollar-for-dollar

value achieved in motor cari in tha patt 40 year*..,

THE WKECK-OKI)

OLD
GOLD
AND SILVER
Clarence E. Daniels
JEWELER
370 MAIN ST.

,

ROCKLAND

In 1937, excessive speed accounted for one-quarter of all motor accidents,
one-third of all deaths- a total of 22.3,000 dead and injured! Drive safely and
you can earn a safe driver reward of 15% of your liability premium for a
year without accidents. Accidents don't happen—they are caused.
Stoti.Uia, courtny Nationul liiireuu Coumlly and Surety Under writer/.

Rockland Courler-Oazette, Tuesday, November 29, 1938
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the winter in Summit, N. J., also
this town, accepting the position of
OWLS HEAD
SUNSET
Miss Annie Whitney, who will reschool and town physician. Citi
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Haskell wpnt [ side for the winter in Newark, N.
Mr. and Mrs. George Cole and
Faustie Duncan returned Wednes zens were convinced that he was an
J.. with Misses Harriet and Bertha
day from Knox Hospital where she able physician and good man. After Lions Stage Event Which Do a Little Excavating At daughter Marlon have returned to Friday on a trip to New York.
was a patient several weeks.
eight years' residence they now
Mrs. Lucy Northrup recently ac- j Dutton.
Expense of the Whirling Watert0*n
- afteJ
Vinal Haven Is Still Talki
I
#
j passed the holiday weekend with companled Mr. and Mrs. Carl HasMr. and Mrs. Leslie Ott were
MRS OSCAR C IANE
Rev. and Mrs. H. F. Huse returned know that our confidence was not
ing and Laughing About
Dervishes____
I Mrs. Cole's father Fred Maddocks. kell to Pelham. N V., to visit her holiday guests of Mr and Mrs Earl
| on last Tuesday's boat after being misplaced. He has shown himself
Correspondent
_ ,.
. gather
..
planning
of the daughter Mrs Alta
Perez.
absent several weeks. Rev. Mr. not only n physician of exceptional The Vinal Haven Lions Club
Bowling
fans who
at. ..
the L The fiurpau
wj]1 meeting
bp
A'la Pagan
pa*an
Huse is slowly gaming- his healtn j ability and success in his practice
Mrs Edna Knowlton returned
Douglas Knowlton of Summit.
Ruth Brown. Catherine Arey and I and will occupy h!s pulpit Sunday | but in these years he became ui staged their annual masque ball j Cascade Alleys -to see the balls roll I ^ay at ig o’clock at the Library N. J., spent the holiday with his Saturday to Brooklyn, N Y„ after
truth a physician beloved by all Thanksgiving night in Memorial and the pins fly were treated to a Officers will be elected and the mother, Mrs. S B Knowlton.
spending the past week with the
Ncrma Gray were home for the holi at the Baptist Church
hall, and that old edifice has sel little classier exhibition of bowling program for the year will be
1
Well
trained,
he
loved
his
profession,
Gerard Donavan. Murry Forcyth. Knowlton family.
Virginia Beverage ls convalesces'
day from Farmington Teachers' Col
tock pride in it and was an honor dom seen a better attended masque, than the Ganders and Skippers planned. The dinner committee. Loran Forcyth and Robert Slater
Mrs. Arville Lufkin Is pa.ssing the
at
her
home
here
after
a
brief
111-1
lege.
•
Mrs. Albert MacPhail. Mrs. Leland
winter
with her son Frank Luf
Miss
Beverage
is
a
student
;
10
ll
'
or
one
in
which
fun
and
laughter
of
Stonington
left
Wednesday
on
a
ness.
usually
present,
when
Walter
Ly

Ernestine Cat ver. Carolyn Calder
Perry and Mrs. Bertha Borgerson
kin
at Gorham Normal School.
"When on account of ilj health were so much in evidence.
hunting
trip.
ford's “Divot Diggers'’ dug a big hole will serve a square meal at noon. I
wood and Frank Peterson ol U of M
■ ft
UI
Clyde Smith of Marblehead, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Orenci 0, i't been me npre.-sary for him to give About 9 p. m. the Lions and their for Ferd Swanson's “Whirling Der
arrived home Wednesday for the Frankfort
Miss Elizabeth Scammon of Uni- 1 George Brown of Rowaytor
were holiday guests of UP lds labors lt wa's a *evere b!ov' '
Conn.,
passed
the
holiday
with
hlsl
was
a recent caller on friends here
holiday.
vish"
aggregation
and
then
shoved
versity
of
Maine,
Margaret
Borger

it meant the loss of a good doctor ladies marched upstairs from the
parents Mr. and Mrs Burt Brown.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Haskell and
Dorothy Peterson of Rockland w.r Wr and Mrs. Victor Walker,
said
aggregation
Into
the
hole.
son.
Carl
Reed
Jr.,
of
Lee
Acad

and a distinct toss felt by eveiyone OAR rooms headed by a nonde
Die Clifford Eatons, Mrs. Edna j son Raymond were dinner guests
Some of Lyford's performers have emy, and Miss Mary Bray of Castine
guest Thanksgiving Day of Mr. and
Miss Sargent, assistant principal upen the island of a sympathetic script German band, organized by
not been showing up very well In Normal, spent the holiday recess at Steele. Mr and MrR Oerald E®10"-I Wednesday night of Mr. and Mrs
Mrs. Ambrose Peterson.
at the High School, spent the holihiend and helper ln the time of Lion O. V. Drew but under the di
I Mrs Annie Eaton, Douglas Foster Loran Forcyth.
practice, but Walter- has stoutly j,ome
Eiizabeth Gray of Knox Hospital . d®y weekend al her heme in Sai- sickness.
Harry Smith, keeper of Two Bush and Pred Hosnlpr were dinner
Die Church Aid met Wednesday
rection
of
J.
W.
Kittredge.
In
this
maintained
that
while
some
of
his
visited her parents Wednesday.
gentville.
"He was, I believe, a Mason. He aggregation were Lions A. F Creed men as individuals were perhaps Light, and .sons Do- .Id. Roger and >psts Thanksgiving Day of Mr., night with Mrs Elsie Cole.
Ben Arev returned home from
Wczd has been received of the became her? a Knight Pythias. Tw
not outstanding, “as a unit." they Roland, and daughter Mrs. Maurice and ^rs p- d Eaton.
Earl Perez was a r« ent vi itor
Drew, and instrumentalists Al
Knox Hospital where he had hem death of Blanche (Brown) Durgan yea.'.s ago with his two daughters „he .and
I
would perform to perfection, and th.* Barter and Mr. Barter and two
Mr and Mrs. Carl Haskell and n Bangor
a patient. Mr. and Mrs. William of Biddeford. Mrs. Durgan was for- became a member of the island Bap- Tcwnsend' ^8*“™ Bl,r«ess and Jo:! prophecy certainly came true last daughters of Isle au Haut spent i son Raymond, Mr. and Mrs Lewis
Clayter accompanied him.
merIy of thls t0TO- The rema'n ti. t Church. He took a real interest Kit, assisted by members of Staffys
Wednesday night. "Prima Donna Thanksgiving with Mrs. Harry Ellls and Marvel Snowden were
, ,,
._
.
j will be brought here Wednesday fc
’
. •
i.i the affairs of the church in at- orchestra. Some unkind citizen re Don' Poole was the star of the pro- Smith and other members of the llollday guests of Mr. and Mrs
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Creed and
i burial and will be accompanied by tendance and Its support.
j marked that the music sounded al- j duction. his 126 for single and 313 family, making 17 at the table Henry Haskell
Herbert Cassie returned Wednesday |
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Chamberlain of
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Cole and
from Boston after attending the
"On
the
way
back
trom
Boston
to
, most as funny as the mu lclans for total carrying well above Bill j
-----------------Auburn. Mrs. Chamberlain Is a
family passed Thanksgiving Day
Vinal Haven reunion.
North Haven Tuesday with Dr. N K j looked.
Other Lions in costume Wahlman's 302 and "Gooney" Cal- j
JEFFERSON
niece of the deceased.
A brief
____
with Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Gray
Mrs. Myra Leland and son Carol prayer service wil! be held at the Weed of Boston, I called upon our were Lions Sanborn. Peterson, Dyer, den's 301. The Ol' Goose found the
A mass meeting on "Townsend
Mrs. Helen Dunham with daughfriend at the Maine Eye and Ear I Hadley and Ames who had im- competition a bit stiller than he has
of South Lincoln are guests of Mrs grave.
Inflrmary. We spoke to him of the 1 proved on the Ganders' bowling fn the Old Men’s League and only Pian Explained and Questions tprs Christine and Beverly spent a
Leland's aunt. Mrs Edna Coombs
Mr. and Mrs. Irven Simpson were love of the people of North Haven, icostume and looked real ritzy in
Mr. and Mrs. Jerrold Roberts of
placed eighth ln a field of ten. Al- Answered" wil! be held Dec. 2 at couple of days recently wilh Mrs.
Southbrldge Mass., spent the holiTll‘1'lks’i'ing aI ! |P home o!
. poke what brief word of com- white flannels. Lion Charles Web though Capt. Swanson started at the i South Jefferson Orange hall. Sev- Virginia Cole
Mr. Simpsons parents. Mr. and Mrs (wl an,; „hppr
touW Wp
ster
Pierre pasl King Lion iMa; head of the list he wound up at the : eral speakers will be present. A
Douglas Knowlton returned to
day with Mr. and Mrs F. L. Roberts.
Icrt and cheer we could
J. H. Simpron of Stonington.
tv knew us. friends had sent to Calderwood ln a gorgeous colonial rear of the procession and his 253 supper, entertainment and freP Summit, N. J., Saturday accomDr. and Mrs. Herbert Sanborn of
Mr. and Mrs. Irven Stone enter him some very beautilul rases. I costume, and Lion Keith Carver as
Waterville passed Thursday with
would not make Gene Hall bat an ctance ore j-cheduled. A general in- panied by Mrs. S B Knowlton and
vitation Is extended
Stephen Knowlton who will spend
tained nine guests lor dinner on commented upon them and said as I a western bad man. slinging lead eyelash to beat.
Mr and Mrs. L. W Sanborn.
Edith Roberts and Barbara Brown Thanksgiving Day
took his hand in farewell 'The best from either hip. were also in line.
A lot of good natured ribbing was
The big hit of the evening how produced from the fact that some of j
Owing to the severe storm Fr! rase of all ts the Rose of Sharon
are at home from Ballard Business
day. there was no boat.
College in Rockland.
He seemed to catch the Import of ever was the entry of “Ex-lax" a the boys who seldom scoot the'
• • • •
A son was born to Mr. and Mrs
my remark and though he could strange crass between a horse, a spheres down the alleys, showed up [
donkey and a mule, the forepart of to much better advantage than some [
not say anything, he smiled.
Henry Anderson on Thanksgiving
Dr. Daniel Woodman
which was played by Lion Herb
Day.
others who wear grooves in the j
“
I
can
think
of
no
word
thtt
»
Word was received Sunday that
Daggett and the rear end by TailAt the Thanksgiving service in
alleys with their efforts. Thase who
fits into the career of this dear man
Union Church soto- werV sung bv Dr. Daniel Woodman. 77, had died so well as the word ‘faithful.’ He twister Guy Peaslee. Due to atmo- wish detailed information on this
P,
Harry Coombs ana G Kitie-i Arey. at the Maine Eye and Erfr In was faithful tc his home and family. j' pheric conditions and the bad can find it in the scores below.
Readings from the Psaiinc were giv- firmary In Portland, where he had He was faithful to those he served storm the animal was a little off its
Lyford's "Divot Diggers'*
en by Albert Carver. Bdward Oreen-I be'“11 a Pat‘ent uo weel“- Thp word ln time of sickness. He was gener feed, but managed to have enough Lyford ................. 91 94 84—269
leaf and Robert Strachan. The Iwa5 not unexpected on account of ous to a fault. Many there are who kick to raise a very lively ruckus Cassie ................... 99
87 101—287 !
Thanksgiving message yais delivered h:s serious condition since arrival cw? the.r health and lengthened and imprint a couple of hind shoe Shields................. 99 96 88—283 ;
at the hospital It did however
prints on the seat of Lion Dyers Poole ...................
by the pastor. Rev.Kenneth Cook
days to the ministries of this good
96 126 91—313 1
white trousers. The next day. how
The Thanksgiving masquerade bring real sorrow to this town be man
Wahlman ............ 106 106 90- 302
ever It was only by the liberal ap
which was sponsored'by the Lion cause of the service he had rendered
“Faithful! He was taithful all
#was most succettfiu. Prizes were to the l«land people in times of sick- along llfes way even unto the end. plication of horse lininiint that
491 509 454 1454 :
these two actors were able to be up
awarded thus: First fcr women to nes.<L
Swanson's “Whirling Dervishes"
Faithful unto death the crown is
Dr. Woodman is survived by his
and about town.
Mis. Ralph Doughty a.s^ueen Eliza
•Swanson............ 82 92 79—253
new li
This is his coronation day.
beth; second to ILeanxueJiuithinon. wife, three sons and three daugh With the Master's well done he has Snow White, in the person of Lion Merrithew .........
86 92 86—264
as a Drum MajotulliLl far men to ters. The daughters here are Mrs. entered with an abundant entrance Don Poole appeared upon the scene, L. Arey (Goosel... 90 80 93—263
Ralph Doughty, ci a Thfiiidcr Bird, Sarah Brown and Mrs. Alice Grant into the Everlasting Kingdom of accompanied by her faithful seven S. Arey (Skip) ..... 85 91 101—277
Dwarfs, portrayed by Dick Healey.
and second to Keflri'iWlnderson. as A son Arthur succeeded his fathrr rest, peace and joy.
Calder ................. 82 108 111—301
Horatio Torfasson. Bill Wahlman,
Humpty Dumpty. A great deal nt as physician here for a season, but
“The sympathy of all island peo
diversion was created by Snow Whi’e in Septembber moved to Machias. ple goes cut to Mrs. Woodman, the Walter Lyford. Maurice Teel. Phil
425 463 410 1358
The funeral will be held in Yarand the Seven Dwarfs and by a
sons and daughters-, and those in j Brown and armed with picks,
Scorer. K. Smith.
spirited donkey. There were manv i mouth Baptist Church, conducted the ties of kinship, in this bereave shovels and all the implements of
• Fiddling around.
by Rev. A E. Kingsley.
manuel labor and to the lilting tune
beautiful and original costumes.
ment. Our prayer is that they may
of “Heigh-Ho Heigh-ho" they gave
We have everything from
Know Gods sustaining grace and
MATINICUS
the spectators more laughs to the
Take a pound of thoughtfulness.' This tribute ls paid to Dr. Wood- comfort.
soup to nuts.
minute than Walt Disney's million
mix it with a pound of courtesy and man by the pastor of the Baptist
-----------------The new mall boat, Mary A., made
NOV.
28
DEC.
3
Suggesting the proper foods
you have a product that will oil the Church. Rev. Henry F Huse.
We cannot be purer than our dollar film.
her first trip on the MatinicusAs good as these representations
rough places and make them smooth j "In the fall of 1939 Dr. Daniel thoughts, higher than our ideals,
is our specialty!
Criehaven run Nov. 18. but on ac
were however, they were not good
WHITEHOUSE
and pesaant.
; Woodman came from Yarmouth to nor greater than our dreams.
| enough to win any prizes for by count of the tide was unable to reach
SHOP AT YOUR
COFFEE
ECONOMY PKG 23<
j popular vote the first prize for the wharf. Capt. Ames was accom
NATION-WIDE STORE
panied by Mrs. Ames on the first
gentlemen's costume was award’d
trip and had as passengers Mrs
MALTEX
r
I.±'
to Ralph Doughty in a remarkable
PKG 23c
Gladys Young Mrs. Ellen Young.
representation of the Indian legen
Mrs. Doris Mason and Fred Young.
dary "Thunderbird" while the first
BOSCO Hot Ol Cold
jar 23c
On her second trip Nov. 29 she was
prize for ladies' costume was award
met
at
the
wharf
by
a
large
delegaed to Mrs. Ralph Doughty as
t.on of curious and interested citi
["Queen Elizabeth."
zens. Flowers and two beautiful
| The second prize for gentleman's
SUN-RAY
costume was awarded to Kenneth cakes made by Mrs. Ellen Young
and Mrs. Raymond Tolman were
CRACKERS
. .
Anderson In a clever representation
1 LB PKG 9c
of “Humpty Dumpty" sitting on a presented to the captain. Everyone
SUN-RAY
vail, while the second prize for inspected the boat and expressed
GOLDEN BANTAM
much
satisfaction
and
pleasure
in
CRACKERS . . ! LB PKG 1 7c
ladies costume went to Eleanor
CORN
.
Hutchinson who made a stunning the comfortable arrangement for
I
8?n?
STERLING
drum majorette. During the an passengers and seaworthiness of the
craft.
GOLDEN
WAX
FIG PARS
. . 2 LBS 23c
nouncement of the awarding df the
Mrs. Doris Mason of Rockland
prizes King Lion Drew shocked the
BEANS
.
) 8?nS
FESTAL
audience into stunned silence when -pent the weekend with her parents.
he boldly announced that It looked Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Ames.
PEAS SMALL-SWEET
FLAI POD-GREEN
2 CANS 25c
Mis. Velma Teele passed the holi
as If there had been something
Jcaf«25c
BEANS .
DICED
wrong in the method of balloting days with her family at Cranberry
Isle.
2?^ 19c
end it appeared as if there had been
CARROTS
. .
ROUND POO-GREEN
Edith Thompson of Camden High
dirty work afoot, but this was con
XLENl
verted to gales of laughter when he School spent Thanksgiving with her
BEANS .
I cna°n1
parents.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Norman
3cna°nss25c
Jokingly explained that Keith Carver
TOMATOES
.
i
T_____________
had received one vote for first prize, Thompson.
Virginia Thompson Ls visiting at
and the committee suspected him
Matinicus Rock.
of putting that one tn himself.
Ralph Philbrook and son Emery
It was the consensus of opinion
HORMEL'S SPAM
11 OZ CAN 29<
recently
made a trip to New Harbor
that for fun music and monkeyfor
herring,
returning
with
90
shines this years Lions Masquerade
DINTY MOORE BEEF STEW
was the peer of them all. Space bushel.
LGE CAN 17c
Charles Anderson. Brad Young.
prohibits the listing and descrip
NATION-WIDE oi SEALEC1
tion of all the costumes on the floor, Orris Philbrook and Norris Young
but there were many other worthy also made a similar trip recently.
EVAPORATED MILK
.
.
Mrs. Lavon Ames and son Victor
and attractive ones, as well as the
spent
Thanksgiving
with
friends
at
comics.
A goodly sum was netted for the | Northeast Harbor.
Wilmer Ames and Dorian Ames
| lurthurancc of the
VAMERICUS Na 1CEMKW4T
LOW HNCf / ?
** CO*N
have returned from a six weeks' trip
charitable activities.
BRITTLE . . . 1 LB BOX 45<
SUfls^'"e
to South America on the S. S. Pan
America.

NORTH HAVEN

Annual Masque Ball

The Divot Diggers

VINALHAVEN

OWL’S HEAD

0#

25c
25c

25c

A N£w

CT KRISPY CRACKERS

LINCOLNVILLE

SIZE FOR SIZE-T^W^
Tjuu&t. offi&isef
CMC announces all-neu) trucks and all-netv

engines for 1939—here now! GMC's have strik
ing NEW appearance —NEW larger, roomier,
safer cabs—NEW bigger bodies—NEW SyncroMesh transmission on heavier models—and 10

NEW Diesel models! See CMC here today!

|S—-Y>

10
NEW DIESEL
MODELS
Only GMC offers a full
line of Diesel models!
Onl^ GMC has 3, 4 and
6 cylinder Diesel en
gines! Only GMC Diesels
have the famous GM
2-cycle principle result
ing in smaller, lighter,
smoother engines!
Models from 2 tons up.

Time payments through our own YMAC Plan at

Dinner guests Thanksgiving Day
at the Andrew Jones home, were M.r
and Mrs. Herbert Maddocks of
Union, Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Bag-!
gett of Waban. Mass., and five children. The two-months old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jones was
| christened on the morning of the
holiday by Mr. Merrill of the Con1 gregational Church in Camden.
Esther Ann Jones Baggett stood be1 tween the parents, holding in her
I arms her young niece and name
sake dressed in a long white slip tatI ting trimmed and heavily embroid
ered.

lowest available rotes

MUNSEY AUTO SALES
21 LIMEROCK STREET,

A free cooking school wlll he
conducted at 2 p. m. Thursday.
Dec. 1 at the iCongregational Par
ish houe Camden.
Christina,
ROCKLAND, MAINE menus will be featured by Miss
P.uth Cluff. home economist for the
Central Maine Power Co. All food
| will be given away. The public
is most cordially invited—no ad
mission charge—adv.

GMC TRUCKS ★ TRAILERS * DIESELS

SOUTH HOPE
------Mrs- Oorge Olson and daughter
Laverne of California Mrs. George
3el1 and son Raymond of Waltham,
Mass.. were guests the past week
Mrs. Harvey WUlis.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Simmons ot
Winnisquam, N. H.. were recent visi
tors at W. L Taylor's.
Mr. and Mrs. John Dunbar, two
children and friends of Boston I
passed the weekend at C. L. Dun
bar's.
Students home for the Thanksgiv
ing recess were Miss Charlotte Rob
bins from Farmington Normal
School and Annie Hart from U. of
M. Elmer Hart is ln Princeton for
two months in connection with his
course at the U. of M.
Mrs. W. L. Taylor and niece Miss
Edith Dunbar accompanied Mr. and
Mrs. George W. Payson of East
Union to Damariscotta Thanksgiv
ing Day to be guests of the Misses
Fisk.

make good things

TASTE BETTER!

JENNY
LIND

A DAINTY GPAHANt
COYA/ilN^!

GENERAL KNOX

1IQ*
Cc
PEANUT BUTTER
1124^ NATION-WIDE -PREPARED

1UB.
PKG.

DIAMOND MATCHES

PAND G

NAPHTHA

CHIPSO

.

MUSTARD

SOAP

BARS

.

21c

21c

LGE 21C
A4

PKG

RINSO.......................................

.

17c

2^ 19c

.

FULL COUNT
BOXES

FLAKES <x GRANULES

LIFEBUOY SOAP

1 LB JAR

.

SMALL PKG

LGE PKG

4

bars

21 C

25c

NATION-WIDE SERVICE GROCERS

THOMASTON

Every-Other-Day
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OUR FELLOW DRIVERS

By Mueller

GLEN COVE

NEWS OF THE DAY

Sianfs Fairest In Everybody’s Column

Advertisements ln this column not
Lewis Tatham of South China
to exceed three lines Inserted one
25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Ad
passed the holiday weekend with
ditional lines five cents esch for one
pis family at William Lufkin’s.
time 10 cents for three tlmee.
Six
-AT—
small words to a line.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Farley and
.SHIRLEY T. WILLIAMS
son Carleton were recent dinner
Correspondent
R
guests at Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge
Tel. 190
I
Woodward's.
♦
E. B Small of Camden visited his
Cecil Day was soloist at the Bap
As collected by our correspondent,
sister. Mrs. C. E. Gregory over the
I FOX hound, male, white, black and
tist Church Sunday morning.
an
Finder notify. ALDFN WATTS.
holiday.
GILBERT HARMON
Warren.
*
143*145
Miss Marguerite Condon of Port
Mr. and Mrf. E. B Hall spent
Telephone, Camden 713
land was guest Thanksgiving Day
Thanksgiving with her sisters at the
of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Condon.
Miss Ruth Leadbetter a student lowing a long illness. He was born homestead.
♦
The W.C.T.U. meets today at the ]
at Boston University has returned in this tewn and always lived here,
Miss Adah Hall. Mrs. Mary Hall
♦
home of Mrs. Hubert P. Leach.
a
--------to her studies after having spent Hi was for many years an employ--1 and Miss Emily Hall were guests the
Mrs. Olive Brazier is at the home J
MAN'S winter overcoat for sale; ex
the holidays with her parents. Mr. ol the Knox Woolen Co. and re- holiday of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
cellcnt condition, very reasonable. TEL
of Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Brazier
and Mrs Horace Leadbetter.
tired only when obliged to do so1 Watts.
142-144
1146-W
for an indefinite stay.
Mrs. Hattir Rhodes spent Thanks- on account of ill health. He leaves |
car| prCelnan entertained
UNIVERSAL and Norge electric re
Mi'. and Mrs. Oscar Crie and ;
frigerators. 5 and ’,()->ear guarantee
giving at the home of Percy Luce ‘'is
two sons. Clarence Bowers , Thanksgiving Day. Mrs. Harry
2-year free service. Only a few days
daughters Jean and Joan, returned j
left before Christmas
10', discount
The Ladies Aid Society will meet eI Camden anc1 Mauric« Bowers oi
Mr. and Mrs. Oardner
on
all electrical merchandise
Free
home Friday from Rumford Point ]
Wednesday afternoon at the horn? |Por,land- and two sisters. Mis. Al-,
and son Donald.
1 demonstrations in your home HAROLD
where they were holiday guests of I
E COOMBS. 04 Masonic St.. Tel 768-R
~
bert Chellis and Jennie Bowers ot, .. .. _
_
.
ol Mrs. Annie Thomas.
,
At the Orange meeting Thursday
I Rockland____________________________ 143-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Hinkley.
iSaco. The funeral services will be I.. . .
.
. .
... .
OAK dining set. round table, buffet.
The
Knitters will
meet Wednes- , ...
ine ivnniers
wui urai
the rcsidence at 2 oclock Tues- the ,first ,and second degrees
,. . . will
„ be
The Women’s Mission Society of j
four leather-seated chairs. $20. LAVINA
mv
nieht
at
the
home
of
Mrs
O
r
,
,
„
,
conferred
on
one
candidate.
Supoa> nignt at hr noun ui
w.
With Rev West0I1 p Holman i
...
.
, „.
GROSS. 6 Cottage St. city
143-145
the Federated Church will meet
man
Goodwin
_ ..
-Interment
.
. will ube in per
man oooawtn.
officiating.
, will
_ be served, at 6.30; election
Thursday afternoon at the home
1933 PONTIAC eight sedan for sale;
the holi- ,----------- --------of officers will take place.
excellen’
condition:
also
Whippet
of Mrs. Rena Wotton.
coupe,
pickup body: sell for cash. MRS.
Miss
Adah
Hall
returned
Sunday
i days with relatives in Brooklyn.
. . . .
R B MAGUNE 186 North Main St
Miss Marion Jack returned to Au
to Boston after four days’ visit with
143 145
N. Y
Francis J. Marcello
gusta Monday after spending the
HORSE for salo. 1300 lbs : also In
iter
motlier
and
sister.
Mrs
Pcrcv
Luce
is
confined
to
Francis
J
Marcello.
63.
an
cmdian pony. 600 lb> BERT COLLAMORE
holiday weekend with her father
Irwin Wass of Wood Island Coast
New County roa*
143*145
1 er home with bronchitis.
ployee of the lccal Water Company
at the home of Mrs. James Feyler
T ravelers Safety I
Guard
Station.
Portsmouth.
N.
H„
ONE
hor.'C
sled
and
sleigh
for
sale.
! Misses Grace and Lydia Hopkins |Or lnanv year.. died Wednesday in
and Miss Mary Rice
Please don’t come Sunday.
GEO A
Mr. and Mrs Walter Whitney and
BREWSTER
43
Rankin
St
143*
It
"So he won't dim hit bright lights, eh! Well, I’ll give him mine,
returned Sunday from Hyde Park Rockiand lowing a brief illness. ' son Dale of Saco were visitors Sun
The Baptist Circle will hold its
KEGS of different sizes for sale, for
Masswhere
they
spent
the
holi

annual Christmas sale and supper I
the idiot!"
pork, fish or meat; all In good con
Funeral ervices were conducted day and Monday at Mr. and Mrs.
day weekend
dition
E A. DEAN. Tel 671-J. city.
with an evening entertainment j
at the Ru sell luncral parlors at Oeorge Woodward’s.
| Miss Maynrl Vichya, just se- ______________________________________ 142 144
Wednesday. A baby show is planned
Sawyer.
Suomela.
guards.
J
Thcmas
McKay
and
son.
Thomas.
Report
Saturday
with
the
Rev
Robert Gregorv has returned to lectcd as “Miss Siam,” will
Iyer. D
THOMASTON VS. UNION
DARK LOAM for sale, also gravel.
„ . .. _
...
arrive at San F rancisco for open- I sand, brush WILLIAM ANDERSON.
for 2 o’clock, under the direction i
The Pekes are definitely out for returned Sunday from a success- F|. Frank c Walsh officiating
Burdett College after the Thanks- jng of California World’s Fair West Meadow road. Tel. 23-W
of Mrs. Martin E. Webber. The) Thomaston faces two tough court;revenge and this promises to be a full hunting trip near Aurora
141*143
Edward O’Brien. Leroy Young giving recess.
next February, This picture flown
iThomas Jr., shot a 200 pound doe. and’ }eLe' HaTriman-the 'three
\ ERY good buys—Superior lumber:
supper at e oclock is in charge of’^^menu when it meets both real battle.
Lcndell Merrill has employment to U. S. by trans-Pacific airmail,
Matched pine boards; novelty pine aid
Mrs. Leila Smalley and her com- Union clubs on their home floor
Charlie Wotton will officiate. First 3nd hls father shot one weighing sctw.dl.]aw 0( tj,e deceased—and ln Rockland.
ing: also best seasoned framing lumber
1
------------------ano ooards. JAMES Y MESERVE.
mittee. At 7 oclock Mrs. James Wednesday night
game at 7.30.
100 P°unds- The triP to camP was Clifford Morton, served as bearers.
Robert Gregory and Herbert
G. B , Jcflerson; Tel. North Whitefield
Creighton will present a musical- The girls # veteran team hope
____________
, made owr Ure ground and * boa*' and interment was in Mountain Oregon- and party returned Sun
15 23
132*146
'but the return trip Sunday was a Mwt cemetery
entertainment one of the features of j t0 make it three straight
Wlth
DRY hard wood per foot, fitted, tl.25.
day from a hunting trip in the
Tomato Breathes Through Skin
tattle across ice and through four
Thp servJces were la , attend.
which will be the Toy Orchestra.
: P jns over a strong Alumnae club
1105 M B
vicinity of Brownville, bringing back The National Grange Seeks
The
tomato,
with
a
skin
pracfret
o
f
snow
'
j
. .
, _ ,
Miss Frances Babb, who has been' and Union at Union the girls should tically gas tight, breathes almost
HARD coal for sale, also lumpy Po. e
ed “nd the floraI offerln«s were an eight-point buck
Prices At Reasonable I cahontus sdft coal; dry fitted hard
■visiting Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Craw-'win this game easily. Styvie will entirely through its stem scar.
Wallace Thompson returned Sun- many and beautiful.
and Junk wood. J. B PAULSEN. Thom
Profit
Level
ford, went Saturday to South Ber-' start his veterans. Wallace ar.d
aston. Tel 82
131-tf
_________
, day to Saco having been guest of
Besides being a good father, To guard against a shortage of
wick where she will be guest of'Johnson, forwards: P. Burnham
his mother Mrs. Percy Luce over neighbor, and friend. Mr Marcello supply, new sources of rubber are
Nile Delta 200 Miles Wide
The Executive Committee of the
The delta of the Nile is 200 miles the weekend,
Mrs. Charles Wood a few days be- and Bell centers. Clark and Tillwill be remembered as one pos- being developed in the United
National
Grange has made public
wide
at
the
Mediterranean
and
100
ftre returning to Springfield. Vt, 'son. guards. F Burnham. Suomela
Thursday and Friday are Bate- sessed with more than the average States and other countries. Where
its
“
platform
for agriculture.” callMrs. Edward Ahern went Sat- Vinal, Smith, and Woodcock wil! miles long.
College Days at the Comique ambition, and always seemed to be as the hevea plant has been the
principal
source
of
rubber,
the
ing
for
elevation
of farm prices to
Theatre.
All
Bates
Alumni
are
inhappiest
when
at
work,
urday to Fairfield to spend two j
action.
Turin Colder than Copenhagen
UNFURNISHED apt to let on Talbot
weeks with her sister, Mrs. George' The Pekes will be doing much
Mr. Marcello leaves, besides his guayule plant is fast developing as the “reasonable profit" level, and Ave., heated. 2 bed rooma. large living
The mean annual temperature of vited free of charge to attend the
room, kitchenette, and bath. Excellent*
Patterson.
fighting to avenge the 43 to 28 de- 5 Turin. Italy, is lower than of Copen- theatre and see Jefferey Lynn a wife. Sarah, two sons Edward and a substitute.
revision of federal farm policies.
cloeet space Hardwood floors through
graduate of Bates, star in "Four Robert, feur daughters. Mrs. Ed-1
------------------out. Newly renovated
Apply to C F
Miss Florence Jenkins has re- ^eat handed them by the veteran hagen, Denmark.
The committee advocated" amend SNOW. 130 Union St. Tel. 158
142-tf
Daughters.’’
ward O'Brien and Mrs. Leroy
The Brahmaputra River, although
turned to Augusta after spending I ^nion club at Union last week T •
HEATED room to let. with bath and
ment and simplification" of th;
First Ethiopian Kingdom
the holiday with Mr. and Mrs Pekcs wU1 ** ln much
Mrs. Louitie Heal. 83. widow of Young of Camden Mrs Jes?e Har- 1800 miles long and one of the great
kitchen privileges.
Apply 57 Park
The first Ethiopian kingdom was
143*145
Charles E. Shorey
for this game lhan they were st founded in the Eleventh century, Fred H Heal, died Saturday after riman of Auburn and Miss Ruth rivers of India, is not sponned by Ffde>al Farm Act, adoption of a bt
FURNISHED
and
unfurnished
apart
.
... .. ,,
Union last week. Miller, sensa- B C.
a
long
illness.
She
was
born
in
K
Marcello
of
Portland,
one
brother
a
single
bridge.
|
monetary
policy
that
will
assure
ments. 3 'and 4 rooms, upstairs and
Mrs Rodney Brazier. Worthy Ma-,
,
.
1 tionai center is OK now and should
j an honest measure of value of rca- down Inquire 11 JAMES ST, city
Itlesboro. but had been a resident and two sisters and severai grandtron of Orace Chapter. O.ES. at
143-tf
add plenty to the scoring power of
Many Languages Used in India
of this tewn since early childhood children.
, “You look hollow-chested and sonablc permanency and reorgantended the meeting of Goldenrod
FURNISHED apt to let. heated. In
the locals. Co-captain Simpson has
Two hundred and twenty-five lan- and was a member of the Baptist
------------------thin, said the air pump to the' ization of government agencies quire 25 Lindsey St TEL 693 142-tf
Chapter in Rockland Friday night.
fully recovered and will see action guages are spoken in India, exclu- church. She is survived by two A free cooking school will be inner tube. "What seems to be the "where efficiency or economy may
HEATED furnished apartment to let.
Miss Lena Shorey. who spent the in a forward berth. The starting sive of dialects.
two large front rooms and bath; lights
'
(be achieved."
nephews and a niece. Services were conducted at 2 p. m Thursday,' trouble?"
and use of telephone: $6 week
FOSS
Thanksgiving weekend with Her line-up of the Pekes is uncertain
142-tf
held in the Good funeral horn, Dec 1 at the Congregational Par-; ‘Income tacks." wearily replied 1 It resolved to "permit no legisla- HOUSE 77 Park 8- . Tel 330
Lapps Shortest Race
yarents. Mr and Mrs. Charles E. Coach Wood will probably use:
FIVE room apartment to let at 47
I tion to be adopted which will result P'easant
Christmas i the inner tube
St
Inquire. LILLIAN BICKThe Lapps are characterized as Monday. Rev. W F Brown official- ish hou e Ce.mden
Shorey. returned Sunday to Port L Overlock. Simpson. N Overlock,
I
in either immediate or eventual' nell 82 Limerock st
142*144
ing and burial was in Mountain menus will be featured by Miss
the
shortest
race
in
Europe.
land.
forwards. Miller, center; H. Saw-1
cemetery.
Ruth C’.uff, home economist for th; . Nobody has ever understood why I regimentation of the farmer" and FOUR furnished and unfurnished
apts to let. with and without bath. 12
Mrs. Etta Richards has returned
Miss Mary Barnes returned Sun- Centra! Maine Power Co All food. the market tipsters bother with th;' voiced opposition to any "concen- KNOX ST. Tel. 156-W
140-tf
to the home of Mr. and Mrs.
FURNISHED apartment to let
57
I dav to her home in Lynn. Mass .
given awav. The public piffling business of selling tips in- '.tration of authority or infringeCharles E. Shorey having been away
CRESCENT ST________________
137-tf
after spending the past week with
most cordially invited—no r.d-! stead of buying stocks for their ment of state's rights.'
the past few weeks.
SMALL furnished house to let at
own account.
”We believe.” said the platform, Spruce Head near salt water; new
' her parents Mr and Mrs. Arthur ( mission charge —adv.
Mrs. J. Edward Elliot is at home
garage. Ideal for venr-around home;
•
’
in
self-determination
by
farmers,
! Barnes.
j
~
rent reasonable
CALL 793-W
106-tf
again after having spent a w-eek
generally and in commodity groups,
FURNTSHED room to let
MRS A.
“SPRING MADNESS’
Miss Bernice Firth has returned;
in New York with her sister Miss
ef their own program, and urge that C. JONES. 5 Talbot Ave, Tel. 576
from a holiday trip to Boston.
134 tf
Ruth Averill.
ir enactment of amendments to
FOUR-room i.partment to let. heated,
Mr and Mrs. Arthur McDonald
Miss Eleanor Dougherty has re
such legislation as the wages and hot water furnished at 15 Summer St.
who have been visiting Mr. and
turned to the University of Maine
hcurs law careful study be giver, Call MRS FROST. 318 W._________ 132-tf
Mrs. Fred V. Cluis in New York
FURNISHED apartments to let. heat
after spending the holiday with her
to its effect upon agriculture ”
ed and unheated. $3 50-t6 week. V. F.
arrived home Saturday.
parents Mr. and Mrs. Allie Dough
T? Park St . Tel. 330. or 283
One plank advocated a require STUDLEY?
Main St./Tel. 1154.
128-tf
Miss June Henry went back to
erty.
ment
that
al!
trade
treaties
be subFURNISHED apartment to let at 17
Worcester Sunday after spending a
Warren R Prince of Boston is
: ject to Senate ratification and that Warren St Inquire at ll james st
week with her mother Mrs. Arthur
131-tf
visiting his parents Mr. and Mrs.
opportunity be given for tudv ef' UPSTAIRS--------.... _ ■ w
;—
apt with bath to let InHenry.
»
E W. Prince for a few days.
their provisions ' II also advocate,-j i quire 12 KNOX ST Pel 156-W 131-tf
Rev. Mr. and Mr.,. H. S. Kilborn
Clara Thorndike of Damariscotta
ROOMS to let. Apply at MRS FLORA
the barring of larm commodity im
cf North Weymouth. Mass., were
COLLINS. 15 Prove St______________ 131-tf
was holiday guest of Mr. and Mr.-.
ports "if the net result add; to idle
FOUR room apartment to let, all
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charles M
Arthur Barnes.
men or idle acreage or causes modern.
Apply
at
CAMDEN
and
Starrett over Sunday, Mr. Kilborn
ROCKLAND WATER CO, Tel. 634
American products to be .-old below
The C.C.H. Club meets Thursday
118-tf
occupying the pulpit at the Baptist i
cost of production.”
j at Green Gables with Mis. Winslow
Church.
Dillingham
as
hostess.
Rev. and Mrs. Donald F. Perron
"Tlie difficulty cf the gifted child
Walter Wadsworth shot a fine
and sons. Duane and Bruce, are to
in forming friendships is largely a
tuck
deer
Saturday
in
Northport
arrive Wednesday from Lowell.
result of the infrequency of persons
The date of the Boy Scouts Court
Mass, to take up their residence
who are like minded The mor; in MAI E jv' tnictlnn Reliable men to
of
Honor
has
been
changed
from
here. Rev. Mr. Perron is the new
takr up Air Conditioning and Electric
telligent a person is. regardless of Refrigeration
Nov. 29 to Dec. 13. The Ccurt of
Prrfrr men now em
pastor of the Baptist Church.
age. tlie less often can he find 3 ployed and mechanically inclined, with
Awards of the Girl Scout; will be
Tlie Boston Herald of Thursday,
fair education and willing to train
truly congenial companion. The spare time to become experts in In
held as scheduled in the Opera
contained a group picture of in
and service work as well as
average child finds playmates in stallation
House Wednesday at 7.30. The
planning, estimating, etc
Wrifc giv
terest to local residents. It was
ing
age.
present
occupation
UTILI
abundance who can think and act
i scheduled of Club meetings at the
captioned "Four Generations Mc;t
TIES INST , care The Courier-Gazette.
on
a
level
congenial
to
him.
because
___
143*145
Y M C A, is: Girls' Hi-Y Club Tuc.sFor Tltanksgiving," and pictured
there arc so many average children.” USED typewriter wanted. Must be
' day at 4 o clock; Tigers Wednesday
Mrs. A. V Woodcock. 86 and her
tandard keyboard and in good con
at 4; Junior Hi-Y Club Thursday
dition at go id price
Tel J M RICH
daughter Mrs. Charles Tuttle, both
143*145
Maureen O’Sullivan and Lew Ayres in “Spring Madness”
A banker once gold me that he ARDSON. 77C or 1262 R
at
4;
Boys'
Hi-Y
Club
Wednesday
pf this town and Mrs. Harold T.
HOUSEKEEPER wanted
TEL. Camhad
a
simple
rule
which
saved
a
at
7.
The
gymnasium
floor
is
be

Dodge and her daughters, Mary j
Winsome Maureen O'Sullivan goes collegiate in her new screen appear
den 2087
143-1t
Take a tip from Torch)—Barton MacLanr is headed for trouble with 'lot cf money. His rule was (a) lend
WORK wanted by hour or day; cook
and Elizabeth. Mrs. Woodcock and ance in “Spring Madness,” in which she is seen with Lew Ayres on the ing reconditioned for the winter
his
blonde
girl
friend.
Torch)
Blanc
iGlenda
FarrellJ.
in
this
scene
from
no
money
to
politicians,
and
lb)
ing. sewing, cleaning.
TEL. Camden
Mfi. Tuttle arc visiting Mrs. Dodge ' Strand Theatre screen in a story of love, life and laughter in a girls' eol- First basketball practice for the
8816
14>145
Y M C A, varsity squad will be held “Torch) Gels Her Man," newest of the famous girl reporter series.—adv. lend no money to business men en MAN wanted as direct representative
i Florence Tuttle l at her home ir. lege. Kulh Hussey and Burgess Meredith are also in '.he cast.—adv.
gaged in uplift.
for reliable nursery firm
Fruit trees,
Thursday at 8 o'clock. Those on
South Boston.
roses, e’e . guaranteed
Inxe-tinent or
the squad are Dwight Lord. Lewis
experience unnecessary’
Pay weekly.
Mrs. Alonzo Spalding went Sat- j
CONNECTICUT VALLEY
NUSERIE5
Clark. Charles" Wadsworth. Keith
urday to Stonington to spend ten
Manchester. Conn.
143*11
Legal Notice
Richards.
Orman
Fogg.
Edw.
Bart

clays with her son Gordon Spald- .
WATCHMAKER—Repairing
watches,
clocks, antiques all kinds. Call and
lett. Ora Brown. Jr., Lloyd Rich
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
ing.
“VALLEY OF THE GIANTS”
deliver. S. ARTHUR MACOMBER. 23
WHEREAS.
William
Brooks,
of
Rock

ardson.
Albert
Bennett.
Jr,
and
Amesbury St.. Rockland. Tel. 958-J.
Dr. E. R. Moss has returned from ,
land County of Knox and State of
Wallace Heal.
Main**, hy hls mortgage deed dated
p holiday visit with his mother in
June 18. 1934. recorded in the Knox
A father and son covered dish
Everett. Mass.
Registry of Deeds. Book No. 241, Page
supper will be held at the Baptist
43. conveyed to the Home Owners’ Loan
Stonie Jameson went this morn
Corporation, a Corporation duly estab
Church Wednesday at 6.30. Tho e
ing to her home in Boston for an
lished under the laws of the United
States of America, having its office and
who have no son many adopt one
extended stay.
principal place of business in Wash
for the evening. The bi-monthly
ington. District of Columbia, the fol
PIGS dressed; good work, prompt
lowing described real estate situated service. MASON JOHNSON. Tel. 138
fellowship supper will be held
A limited number of regular $35
in Rockland. In said County of Knox
143-tr
and State of Maine;
Thursday at 6.30.
studio couches will be told at $19.95.
QUESTIONS answered — Spiritual
“A lot or parcel of land .situated
Reading
Send 28c
Dally Guide, If
The Congregational Ladies Circle
at Plea-ant Gardens, so called. In
See them on our show room floor.
rcque. ted. GEO JONES, Dlxmont. M»
said Rockland, being Lot numbered
will meet Wednesday at the Parish,’
I43*1t
Perfect, standard mdse., and what
97. situate on the south easterly side
House. Final arrangements for the
of Glenwood Avenue, so called,
MEN old at 40! Get Pep. New Ostrex
s> bargain. Stonington Furniture
containing four thousand six hun
Tonic Table’s contain raw oyster inChristmas Sale will be made. It is
Co. 313-325 Main St, Rcckland.—
dred eighty (4680> square feet, more
vigorafcors and other stimulants. One
or
less,
as
shown
on
the
plan
of
E
dose starts new pep. Value $1.00. Cali
hoped there will be a good atten
adv.
.
N Sheffield. Civil Engineer, dated
write C. H MOOR
CO
dance.
;
May. 1921 and recorded with the
131 *139*143* 148
Knox County Records. Book 3. Page
The Ladies Guild of St. Thomas
CLEANING, pressing fall coats and
suits remodeled
NEW YORK TAILOR.
Being tlm same premises conveyed
Episcopal Church will have a edvAndrew Rikila’s
Main Et. corner Summer St.
137-tf
to said William Brooks, by V F.
ered dish luncheon at 1 o’clock
LADIES—Reliable hair floods at Rock
Studley Company. In accordance
New Shoe Repairing Shop
land Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall orders
with its Bond/ for a Deed, da.ted
Wednesday
July 9. 1928. and recorded in Book
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J
is at 299 Main St.
Tickets for the Camden High
235. Page 527 of the Knox County
131-tf
Registry of Deeds.’’
Over Lamb’s, Cleaners
School Senior play, "Lend me Your
WHEREAS, the condition of said
13Stf
Mortgage is broken:
baby” may be exchanged for re
Now. therefore, by reason of the
serve seats at Opera Houpse box
breach of the condition thereof, tlie
John Buckler, Bcnita Hume, Johnny Weissmuller, William Henry.
said Home Owners' Loan Corporation,
office Wednesday at 7 p. m. The
by Elisha W Pike. P.s Attorney there
Maureen O’Sullivan in “Tarzan Escapes’’
unto duly authorized by Its power ol
play will be presented Friday.
attorney dated October 1. 1936. and
ALFRED M. STROUT
Johnny Weissmuller saves Bcnita llume from being captured by the recorded In the Knox County Registry
Donald Ray who has been spend
Deeds. Book 219. Page 313, claims a
ing the summer and fall at hls fierce tribe of Ganeloni warriors in this scene from “Tarzan Escapes,” of
Insurance
foreclosure of said mortgage, and gives
thrilling new adventure of the Edgar Rice Burroughs eharae>rs. Mau* this notice for that purpose.
Fire
rages
through
the
jerry-built
lumber
tewn.
sweeping
away
with
it
Lome
on
Chestnut
street
has
re

Fire, Automobile, and Allied Lines
Da’ed this twenty first dav of Novemreen O’Sullivan again plays lhe heroine and John Buckler and William bti,
the false claim records mi Ihe limheilands A scene from Warner Bros, lumed to Fall .River, Mas
A !» 1108
THOMASTON. 1UAINF
HOME
OWNER-. IOAN CORPORATION
Heniy
have
impoitant
silpp>.iting
»
m
I
k
,
Special
Children's
Matinee
a(
i'eehnicolor
"Valley
ot
the
Giants."
Wayne
tloiii-, an,l t laire irevor
Frank A Bowers died Saturday
lOOStf
Bv Hl Mi a W Pike
head the east.—adv.
r.. his home on Belmont avenue fol- 4 P. M.—10 cents.—adv,
140-T-140

★★★★

CAMDEN

LOSTANDFOUND

FOR SALE

I

Its Farm Program

TO LET

WEDNESDAY ONLY AT STRAND

AT PARK THEATRE WEDNESDAY

WANTED

THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY

THURSDAY

! MISCELLANEOUS I

BUV«^

HaKTABS
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Page Severi
Mr. and Mrs. WilJtncr Bridges oi
Swan's Island. Wibon Bridges ol
Vinal Haven and Mrs. C. L. Berdeen
of Boston, have returned home after
spending a few days with Mr and
Mrs M. B. Kennedy

GOES BOZE ONE BETTER

®SOC* ETY

Arnold And His Expedition Also
Encountered Tropical Hurricane

Jamaica. Vt., Nov. 19 i
The storm of Friday night, di 1
not prevent the regular meeting of Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—j
A few weeks ago Boze called our |
Rubinstein Club, but it curtailed
Mrs. Mary E. Littlehale. who has attendance and program somewhat attention to the fact that our Sep-,
spent three weeks with Mrs. Lillian
The chairman, Mis. Irene Walkei tember hurricane was net the first
Copping and Miss Martha Wight, read an intere ting paper on “Rus
such tropical storm that has been
I went yesterday to Southbridge. I £lan Composers” and made special
deflected to New England He men
Mass., to remain for the winter with i refercnce to Russian masters of
tioned the one of 1815,123 years ago.
her daughter. Mrs. J. E. Jones and ; niHsjC in America.
Now that was not the first one
family, according to her annual
The splendid program which was | either and w cannol fe„ any
custom.
presented, consisted of six numbers surance that it will be over a cenwell chosen and rendered, from■
Mrs. Carl Freeman and Mrs. both Russian and American choolsI1 tury before another one comes our
Dr. and Mrs. William Ellingwood
way. For Kenneth Roberts in iiis
and sons Herbert and Ricnard were Ralph Nutt will entertain Tonian of music, in this order.
recent
best seller "Trending Into
guests at dinner Thursda' of Mr, Circle Wednesday night at Mrs Hcliday.
Maine" tells us of one 40 years be- j
Ethel Ponce
and Mrs. Elmer Clements in Win Freeman's home in Glen Cove.
Miss Laura Meserve, pianist
fore that of 1815. While Arnold
I a) Macushla.
MacMurrough
terport.
lb) Out of the Dusk to You.
Lee and his expedition against Quebec |
Mrs. Ella P. Grimes leaves today
Mrs Hazel Atwood, contralto
I
....
way up
up Dead
j ttere making their way
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Goodwin of for Hyde Park. Mass., where she wil! Prelude ln C Sharp Minor.
Rachmaninoff River through the Maine wilderness
South Weymouth. Mass., have re br the guest of Mrs. Anna Darling
Miss Dorothy Sherman, pianist
in the fall of 1775 he says they "were
turned frem n week's visit with until Dec. 15, when a train will None But a Lonely HeartTschaikowsky
buffeted, drenched, shattered and
Mrs. Marianne Bullard, contralto
their son Leiut. John Frohock Good take her to St. Petersburg, Fla.,
Ballet Waltz—from the opera Domnearly drowned by a wandering
win in Portland. Ore . making the where she plans to make Floronton
roschen.
Tschaikowsky |
"West Indian hurricane” Arnold
Mrs
Palth
Berry.
Mrs
Nettle
trip both ways by plane. Mrs. Hotel her headquarters for the
Averill (at two pianos)
wrote in his diary Sept 21 the same
Goodwin is a sister of Mrs Frank season.
The president. Mrs. Strout made date exactly as our hurricane; “The
L. Weeks of this city.
the first announcement of the Wil trees tumbling on all quarters ren
Wawenock Club will be enter
liam Harms concert which will take dered our passage not only exceed
Mr. and Mrs. Fred French and tained Wednesday afternoon by
place Dec. 12 at the Congregational ingly difficult but very dangerous."
grandson. Arthur Brewer were din Mrs. Evelyn Snow at her home in
Church. A committee of club mem That night he says he selected for
ner guests Thursday of Mr. and Thoiwaston.
bers, with Miss Dorothy Lawry,. his tent tlie most open place he
Mrs. M. T. French in Simonton.
chairman, is making arrangements. could find but he did not stay in it
Mr. and Mrs Ralph A. Smith and
The proceeds will go to Knox Hos "on account of the continued fall
Mrs Wallace M. Little has re family spent Thanksgiving with Mr.
pital.
of trees."
and
Mrs.
Richard
W.
Buttncr.
turned from a two week's stay in
------------------i By the way. the story about Mrs
Orleans, Vt.. where she was called
Mr and Mrs. Claude U. Bishop Miss Mabel Dorgan of Hartford Jonathan Stone of Arundel relatby the illness and death of her
mother Mrs. H W. Buchanan. Mr. have returned from a hunting trip Conn.. spent the holiday and Pri- ed on pages 62 and 63 of "Trending
Little and sons Hugh and Neil, went in Northern Maine. They were ac day with her sister. Mrs. Herman ! Into Maine'' ought to be of interto attend the funeral services con companied home by tlieir daughter Carr. and her parents. Mr. and Mrs est to Tenant's Harbor folks, for
I Sally Stone the wife of Joseph
Theresa who visited in Houlton D. J. Dorgan.
ducted Wednesday.
-------! Watts whose name is on the memomeantime.
Mrs.
C.
F
Snow
is
the
house, rial window behind the pulpit of the
YOL’R SOCIAL ITEMS
Esther M. Chapman of Broad keeper for the circle aupper at Con- church there was the granddaughChurch
Wednesday1 ter of that Mrs. Jonathan Stone
Winter or summer The Cou street is in Philadelphia taking ex gregational
night, which means a good supper}
Allison M Watts
rier-Gazette is always glad to aminations for registered nurse.
and a good crowd.
--------------------have items which concern ar
-------Tlie firm that doesn't advertise
Carl A. Christofferson and family
rivals and departures of people,
Mrs. Carl Freeman and Mrs is like a merry-go-round without
the social gatherings, engage spent the weekend in Union.
Ralph Nutt, will entertain Tonian music.
ment announcements, weddings,
Miss Doris Borgerson entertained circle Wednesday night at the !--------------------------- *--------------etc. Please telephone our society
reporter, Mrs Warren C. Noyes, several friends and classmates Sat- ! Freeman home at Glen Cove
873-R. or send directly to this urday morning at a combination
THE PUBLIC
breakfast and luncheon
is cordially invited to use the
Opportunity Class meets witli
office.
Mrs. Edith Gregory, Center street,
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
Miss Ruth Anderson chief opera
Chapin Class meets tonight with tor at “Central” has been making Thursday night at 7.30.
READING ROOM
Open 2 to 5 P. M.
Mrs.
Maude
Blodgett.
Talbot a brief visit at her former home
Junior Harmony Club will meet at
497 MAIN ST..
ROCKLAND
avenue.
in Augusta.
BICKNELL BLOCK
Community Building. Thursday
Authorized and approved litera
night at 6 o'clock.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Melvin of
ture on Christian Science may be
Mrs. Maud Wilbur of Swan's
Simonton had as dinner guests Island is spending the winter with
read, borrowed or purchased.
Mrs. Hazel White and daughter
Thursday Mr. and Mrs. Clifford her son, Judge Harry E. Wilbur.
FIRST CHURCH OF CHRIST.
Norma and 'Albert Leighton of Au
SCIENTIST
Melvin and C. H. Harrington.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Stanley Gay was home from La gusta have returned home after a
128 last Tu-tf
Miss Esther Chapman is in Phila Grange over the holiday and week few days' visit with Mr. and Mrs
delphia for State Board examina end. visiting his parents. Mr. and Elmer E. Trask. Jr.
tions, having recently graduated Mrs. George W. Gay. They also
from the Methodist Episcopal Hos had as a guest Miss Eunice Brown The Y. and O. Club will meet
NOW PLAYING
pital In that city.
Thursday evening with Mrs. Elmer
of La Grange.
ANGELS
Pinkham. North Main street.
The Fridav meeting of MetiheWITH DIRTY FACES”
Rev. and Mrs. Wesley Stuart and
besec Club will take place at the son John of Martinsville spent the
with
Mrs. Ernest H. Allen of North
home of Mrs Irene Walker. 79 holiday with Rev. and Mrs. O. W. Brooklin is the guest of Mr. and
DEAD END KIDS
Summer street. Mrs. Alice Karl, Stuart in Kennebunk. They were Mrs. William H. Thomas.
Miss Margaret Stahl. Mrs. Edna
WEDNESDAY ONLY
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Earle
Rollins. Mrs. Adelaide Lowe and Chaples in this city on their return.
Monday Niters met witli Mrs.
Our college tone
Mrs. Dorothy f Smalley will assist
Clarence Knowlton. Prizes went J
and daughters...
the hostess. Mrs. Louise Orbeton
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer E. Simmons to Mrs. Cecil Murphy. Mrs. Van j
merrily they iove!
will be leader.
will quietly observe their golden Russell. Mrs. William Hooper. Mrs
wedding anniversary Thursday at Austin Huntley and Mrs. Arthur!
Neil Little of the Economy Beauty
Bowley; consolation to Mrs. Forest
their home, 108 Union street.
Shop, has recently returned from
Hatch. Mrs. Lawrence Mills re
two weeks visit in Hartford. Conn .
Lawrence Dow and son Robert of ceived a special prize.
,
and New York. He spent a few Westbrook are guests of Mr. Dow's
oays at Fair View Farm in Read brother. Elmer Dow
Mr. and Mrs. W W. Gregory and
ing. Vt.. enroute.
Kenneth Mignault returned yester
Mrs. Luda Mitchell is making a day from a holiday weekend spent
Public beano party Thursday at week's visit at the home of Mrs. with Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Oxton in
2 o'clock at GAB. hall. Regular Philip Pendleton in New York.
Milton. Mass. They were accom
nnd special prizes.—adv.
panied home by Mrs. Gregory's
Percy C. Davis, who was a
cousin. Miss Priscilla Wellman cf
O’SULLIVAN
A limited number of regular $35 Thanksgiving Day guest of his sister, Mattapan. Mass., whe remains for a
LEW AVRES
Ruth Hussty • Burgett
studio couches will be sold at $19.95 Mrs. Roger Rhoades. Broadway, re visit.
Meredith • Ann Morris*
See them on our show room floor. turned yesterday to Portland.
Ferfect. standard mdse., and what
THURS., FRI., SAT.
Dr. and Mrs. O. R. Lawry and
Browne Club will meet Friday
a bargain Stonington Furniture
daughters Miss Mary and Miss
Co. 313-325 Main St.. Rockland.— night at the Granite street home ot Dorothy Lawry, carried out an an
Mrs. Cietta Whitemore.
adv.
nual custom of spending Thanks

giving with relatives in Massachu- !
setts. Tlie family group, which .
numbered 14. included Mr. and Mrs. |
Stanley Lawry and family Mr and j
Mrs. Clinton Lawry. and family of!
Melrose and Oram Lawry Jr., who
went from Philadelphia to join
them. The families had dinner at
the Hotel Continental in Cambridge.
Mrs. Louise Brown
Mr and Mrs James Doherty have Oram Lawry Jr. came to Rockland J
UORSETIERE
returned from a visit witli their Friday witli his parents, for a week- !
ACHORN ST.,
ROCKLAND
daughter. Mrs. Carl Holt in New end visit.
TEL. 224-W
143-145 port. R. I.
Huntley-Hill Auxiliary. V.F.W..
Mr. and Mrs Carl Holt and holds beano party Wednesday night.
daughters Betty and Hettie of New —adv.
143-lt
port. R. I., have been spending a
Wednesday Night Is
few days with Mrs. Holt's parents.
AWARD NITE, $300
Mr. and Mrs. James Doherty. Dur
ing their visit they were also guests
of Mr. Holt's sister Mrs. Alton
CAMDEN
Gross and brother Earl Holt in Ells
worth. They were Joined in OtL
WEDNESDAY. NOV. 30
by Mr. and Mrs. Doherty for a
hunting trip, tlie hunters getting
BARBARA
i. 350-pound bear and a six-point
CLtWtt HIUtELL • BAHTOH MatUHt
buck.
STANWYCK

Tlie Educat.onal Club meets Dec.
Cruises arranged, steamship tick
9 with Mrs. Frank H. Ingraham, cor
ets to all parts of the world. M. F.
ner of Lindsey and Union streets.
Lovejoy,, 140 Talbot avenue, Tel.
1060-J, Rockland.
16-S-tf
Miss Gwendolyn Rubinstein, a
student in Boston, has been spend
ing a week al her home on Rockland
SPENCER CORSETS
street.
AND SURGIC AL SUPPORTS

'ALLEY OF

COMIQUE

THURSDAY
| TARZAN, KING OF THEJUWCLEij

■5 »-«_ .1___1
nts LAnercuiean

i

Uh Beasts of tke J

1 Johnny WEISSMULLER
laurm (TSUIIIVAN

Children's Matinee 4 P. M.
TODAY—“DRUMS”

Mrs. Evelyn Hix was hostess to
j Shakespeare Society last night with
21 members attending. Tlie con
stitution and by-laws were read by
the secretary.
The meeting was
then turned over to Miss Ellen Daly,
I leader, who conducted the reading
| of the last act of “Antony and
j Cleopatra." An interesting paper
by Mrs. Angelica Glover was pre| sented on "Cteopatras of the Stage”
and Miss Alice Erskine gave a fine
recitation of the poem “Anthony
and Cleopatra.” Mrs. Maude An
drew Lincoln is to give the pub
lic readings this season in the Uni
versalist Church—Jan. 9, Feb. 14
and March 14.

Everyone who can should attend
the hospital benefit concert under
the sponsorship of the Rubinstein
Club and have the great pleasure of
listening to one of America's out
standing pianists, William Harms.
• • • •
Did you realize that each month
has its own characteristic flowers?
January, the carnation and snow
drop; February, primrose. March,
violet; April, daisy; May. lily-of the-valley; June, roses; July, sweet
peas; Augusta, gladioli; October,
dahlia; November, chryantheinum;
and December, holly and poinsettia.

Jenney has met the low gasoline
I prices prevailing in Rockland. Come
up and try a tank full of the famous
’ Aero and see how much better you’1 motor starts, the longer mileage and
1 carbon free motor. BoyntAi Oil &
! Motor Co., 118 'Park St.. Rockland.
I —adv.
i________________________________

“MAD
MISS
MANTON”

« • • •

‘FOUR DAUGHTERS’’

Phone 892
Shows—Mat. 2. Evg., 6.30. 8.30
Centliiuous Sat. 2.9(1 lo ill 30

All we ask is a chance to show you

Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work Wonders

Fit and Flatter Every Foot

Kwik Gavtees

$2-0°

• ♦ • •

Bu U. I Pat. Off.

•/

GOSSAMER

GOSSAMER
Gavtees
* R«t U. B. Pat Off

Light as Its Name
Hashing, No Splashing
Shiny
lining
put it
snaps

latex with wool jersey
that stretches when you
on—then j
back.

$2-95

Snap <»aytees
Keg. C. s Pau off

You'll enjoy the Comfort and
your shoes will enjoy the
Proteelion
Three snaps to
fasten snugly.

Satiny finish and • ■ ••WIP
a warm lining.

BLACKINGTON’S

The City Fathers have done a 310 MAIN STREET,
fine piece of work keeping the
streets plowed out, and not an
easy task either with so many hours
of fall and drift.
• • • •
A very sweet little Rockland girl
was in the Sabbath School clars of
a very sweet and kindly lady who
was not, however, overblcsscd with
beauty. The little girl said to her
mother. "Momie. I think Mrs. H—
is very nice but I don't think her
face is becoming to her.”

ROCKLAND, MAINE
141&143

« * » ♦

And now for the fun at the Cum-1
den ski headquarters and may this
be a grand and successful year for
the enterprise.
• • • •
Ski tow. ski patrol, ski code for
safety and ski etiquette arc to the
fore and must be studied carefully.
• • , •
Remember the birds when this
kind of winter weather comes. They
find it hard to get enough to cat
and they greatly appreciate those
suet bags in llie trees and seeds and
any food oil shelves for tlieir com
fort.
• • • •
Who knows the dog population of
Rockland and the varieties?
• • • •
The 317th Thanksgiving has
passed and it Is hoped the most
severe storm of Uie winter. But
wasn't it beautiful?
• • • •
Keep a square of sand paper in
your kitchen. Wind this around
any cap that sticks to bottle or jar
and you will have no trouble with
unscrewing.
• • , •
Cook your cereals in milk or equal
partf of milk and water and sec
j how well the undernourished will
j thrive, who balk at drinking milk

Water is so scarce in Central
America that a tribe have trained
themselves to go for days without
water.
• • • •
Tlie Kents Hill Alumnus far
November has come. This past
September, the 115th of this school,
was opened with a prosperous ou‘look for the future.
• • • •
What a beautiful reminder to
shop early was the light fall of snow
on the ground Thanksgiving morn
ing. November could not slip away
without a little bit of winter.
» » « •

THURSDAY-FRIDAY,
DEC. 1-2

SHIRTS—Here is one of our largest selling articles in our stock.
Dress Shirts at $1.00, $1.50. Flannel Shirts. $1.00, $1.50. $1.75,
$4.50. W’e claim wc have some of the prettiest patterns you ever
saw.

Gaytees

A lady in deepest sleep in Rock
land some nights ago was awakened
with a choking sensation and she
at once realized it was gasoline
lumes that were filling her room.
She rushed to the window to see
what was outside, but the street
was free of motor cars. She opened
the cellar door and a rush of the
fumes met her. Being a woman of
quick understanding she rang up
police headquarters and got a quick
response. The police, too, were al
most overcome by the fumes. They
found in her cellar a broken drain
connected with the sewer pipes
which they soon stopped up Some
one had emptied gasoline into the
sewer and the fumes had found
their way up this broken pipe.
“All s well that ends well."
• • • •
•r«« V b Pat Off
A distinguished naturalist says
Feather Light
that the busy beavers are busy only
High and Slim
two months of the year. What an
easy life!
That patent leather look in .hiny latex
• * • •
, that gives every ankle an 1890
eleganre. Kwik
Did you know that the decorated
slide fastener
Christmas cards originated from
' for 1938 speed.
examples of penmanship prepared
by school youths as love tokens and
valentines?

• » • •

HENRY FONDA

Here's good advice for a woman during her
change (usually from 38 to 52), who fears
she’ll lose her appeal to' men, who worries
about hot flashes, loss of pep, dizzy spells,
upset nerves and moody spells.
Just get more fresh air, 8 hrs. Hleep and if
you need a reliable "WOMAN’S” tonic tak«>
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound,
made tapeeialky for women. It helps Nature
build up physical resistance, thus helps give
more vivacity to enjoy life and assist calm*
ing jittery nerves and those disturbing symp
toms that often accompany change of life. <
Pinkham’s is WELL WORTH trying.

SWEATERS—We think we have the nicest and best line of these
anywhere around. We have them in fancy patterns for boys from
four years to men of 60. And such beautiful patterns, only
$1.00, $1.98, $3.00. The best All Wool Heavy Sweaters you ever
saw for only $5.00. Others at $1.98 or $2.98.

• » • •

In Weld they have a little factory
ir. an old barn called "The Farm
ers Wife” where the town's unem
ployed find work fashioning toys.
Such a good way to beat the de
pression and keep busy and happy.
This work was started by the wed
known poster artist. Seaverns W.
Hilton.

I

and

How Women
in Their 40’s
Can Attract Men

Wr wish you would come in and see the many Coats and
Jackets of all styles and patterns we have for men and hoys.
Good warm Wool Goats, some with zippers and others with bu’ *
tons. All prices from $2.75, $3.75, $5.00, $6.75. $8.25, $10.(10,
As for I’ANTS—Well, you’d hardly believe there were so many
kinds, patterns, styles, until you see them. Shorts, Knickers,
Longies. Laced Legs, Hunting Pants—and at such low prices—
from $1.00 to $5.00.

It was Keats who said, "Tiie
poetry of earth is never dead."
• ,• •
Bruee Barton has said America
is co young that it '.1111 . uffers from
giowing pains,

Contest Starts Today BUT
You Can Still Enter
lf» nut too late tu become a SEVEN DWAItFEIt and to gel in
on the big. easy to win SNOW WHITE JINGLE CONTEST
with it* wonderful prizes for both boys and giris.

Get (or ask Mother io gel for youl a I KEE application blank
from any store where NISSEN'S SNOW WHITE BREAD and
other delicious NISSEN bakery products are sold. Mail it tt
us for your Official Membership button—illustrated SNOW
WHITE Jingle Book and Ucnlcst rules.

Whether you win a prize or not. you and all (lie rest of the
family will have barrels of fun doing these SNOW WHITE and
SEVEN DWARFS Jingles.
Get and mail that application blank today. It's absolutely
FREE at any store where that delkious NISSEN'S SNOW
WHITE BREAD is sold.

NISSEN’S SNOW WHITE BREAD IS ON SALE
AT YOUR INDEPENDENT GROCERS

John J. Nissen Baking Co.

•y

Portland, Maine

Every-Otber-Day
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Page Eight ' *
Burkett has made the positive
statement Uiat he will be candidate
for governor, but he does have it
Portland Has Bulk of Can under consideration and may be
didates For the Next waiting to see how the situation
develops.
Governorship
Senator Willey has stated within
a
month or two that he was going to
As it looks new there are going to
run for Governor. He was the au
be plenty of candidates for governor
thor of the resolution which pro
although it is quite possible that vided for the publication of the
when it becomes time to go out and State's Financial Status a document
get signatures to nomination papers , that it is agreed did much to reelect
the number of aspirants will fall off I Ocvernor Barrows.
Representative Clyde H Smith of I
A peculiar thing about the present
, ,,
Skowhegan is the one declared can
line-up is that a majority of those
■>
_
_'
who either a:e candidates for the j didate outside of the Portland list.
When he was first elected to Con- :
nomination or who are talked of \s
candidates are citizens of Portland. gre.-s two years ago Mr Smith ac- '
cepted the office with the under
It is quite obvious that with the
standing that he would be a candi-'
Portland contestants bunched, out
date for governor in 1940 He still'
side aspirants have a better chance.
adheres to that determination. Mr. j
I have said that there were two
Smith has served in both branches
remarkable things about the list of
of the legislature and as a member
candidates as it stands today. One
of the Executive Council. As legis- i
is that most of them come from
lator there was no harder worker
Portland. The ether is that so far
than he and none had better knowl
as 1 have hntd not a candidate,
edge of State affairs.
with a single exception east of the
The two other Kennebec possibili
Kennebec River lias presented himties are Blin W Page of Skowhegan
MU
who was defeated for the nomina
In the Portland group are in
tion four years ago and Mayor
cluded William S. Linncli, former
Frederick G. Payne of Augusta. I
member of the Governor's Council;
understand it is Mayor Payne's '
Max L. Pinansky. former judge of
position that if Mr. Smith runs for
the Portland Municipal Court;
governor he will not. but if the j
Franz U Burkett, the present At
Skowhegan man does not run he ,
torney General; John Willey, mem
would be a candidate. He has
ber of the present Senate, and I sup
proved an exceedingly popular
pose we might as well include for
Mayor of the Capitol City, and has
mer Governor Percival P. Baxter.
been nominated for a third term
It would be well to explain, though,
and apparently could have that of
that Mr Baxter Is not seeking the
fice as long as he wants it.
office and wouldn't seek it. I have
This, brings us up to one eastern
an idea that if the nomination were
candidate I have spoken of. He is.
to come to him without his making
of course. Roy L Fernald of Wintera fight for it, he would accept.
port in Waldo county. Mr. Fernald
Mr. Llnnell has been talked of as
has served in both House and Sen
a candidate for Governor ever since
ate and won for himself a reputa- 1
his retirement from the Council.
tion as being more or less a stormy
This time he tells all his friends that
petrel, in legislative circles. Last
he is in the fight and in it to stav.
spring he was a candidate for the
He is widely known throughout th?
Republican nomination for Gover
Slate and he is familiar with State
nor against Governor Barrows and
affairs and a man of exteptlonally
here again he made rather a stormy
good judgment.
campaign He can talk on the plat
Former Judge Max Pinansky has
form all right and perhaps in the
been talking about being a candr- .
i enthusiasm of the moment he made
date for Governor for more than
some statements on the stump that
two years. A mon^h or so ago the
' might be classed as exaggerated.
judge got out a little card whereupon
In the primaries he received 24.514
he stated his public record. This
votes to 72.927 for Governor Barlist is a pretty long one too. In
rows. This was not an especially
cluded are judge of the Portland
remarkable showing. But when the
Municipal Court. State Senator
campaign was over the Waldo Senmember of Portland School Board
ator came out strongly for the
founder of Maine Juvenile Aid So
whole Republican ticket and did all
ciety, and membership of various he could to help elect it. A rumor
other organizations of civic natur" was circulated a short time ago that
Also he specifies, he is a Granger Mr. Fernald would not be running
and Cdd Fellow, an Elk, a Knight of , for governor in 1940 I saw him a
Pythias, a Redman and a member of short time ago and asked him
the Lions Club. Judge Pinansky whether the report was correct. "It
states openly and without reserva certainly is not" said he, “I'm going
tion that he is going to be a candi to be a candidate for Governor in
date for governor
1940"—Fred K Owen in the Port
Mr. Burkett has been long in land Sunday Telegram.
public life and has served as a mem
ber of both House and Senate. In
TO DESTROY MVSQUETOES
order to be a candidate for Attorney
General before the present legisla
As good today as one hundred
ture. he was not a candidate for years ago.
Senator the second term He wis
Take a few hot coals on a shovel
nominated for Attorney General or chafingdish. and burn some
without a single dissenting vote and brown sugar in your bedrooms and
has proved a ma-.t efficient official. parlors, and you effectually destroy
Many of those whe have had busi- the musquetoe for the night. The
ness in the Attorney General's office experiment has been often tried by
speak in the highest terms of the several of our citizens and found to
manner in which he has conducted produce the desired effect.—N. Y.
his office I don't know that Mr. Evening Post.

WHITE HEAD

Political Look-See

Traveling Around America

Small Town Girls Best Musicians

ARTHRITIS

Clifton Morse, surfman at the
If you suffer with the aching, piercing,
local station, Is at his home in
agonizing pains of Rheumatism. Arthritis,
Whiting, on ten days’ furlough. Neuritis. Gout or Lumbago; if restful sleep
is impossible because of the constantly re
Mrs. Morse who has been With her curring pains; if you feel this affliction
is slowly wearing your life away, don't
parents in Machiosport has joined fail
to get MYACIN today. No matter
where you live or whether you have any
him there.
faith in any preparation under the tun. come
John E. Foss anc Miss Myra in for a package of pain-killing MYACIN
tablets. If you have suffered for a life
Greenlaw have returned from 48 time and have tried everything vou could
of without relief; even if you are
| hour leave spent at his home in learn
utterly discouraged, do not abandon hone.
MYACIN
is guaranteed to give amazingly
Southwest Harbor.
nick and safe relief or your money will be
Forrest Cheney, Surfman has re S -eerfully refunded. Put up in easy-to take
No narcotics, no opiates. Liberal size
turned to the Coast Guard from tablets.
package only 50c. Large economy size |l.
48-hour liberty spent at his home
C. II. MOOR & CO.
and Rockland.
322 Main Street.
Rockland. Me.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Harmon. C. I
G. and three children have re
turned home after five-days' fur
lough in Machiasport.
Weston A. Gamage Jr., spent 48A. B. Crocker
hour liberty with his uncle in Port- I
land recently.
I Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Levitt Coffin of Boston, was a
This is an S. O. S. call to my fel
recent business visitor at the Coas'
low
members of the Nature Crank
Guard Station.
Several deer have been seen on Club. There 1s a matter of natural
Rackl.ffs and Norton's Islands, but hLstory which this club has ne8lectno shots have been heard.
Ied' and
should ho attended to
L. R. Dunn, offlcer-in-charge cf al once 1 am referring to the ectothe local Coast Guard is on 60-days!
migratorius.
furlough.
I It is very easy for me to find the
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard O'Brien i aforesaid in Cambridge or Boston
have returned from five day.Y fur- and 1 frequently do find them, but
lough spent at their home in Lu-Ithe club members In the wilds of
bee. Mr O'Brien brought back a j Washington, Hope. Vinal Haven and
deer.
other places where the club memMrs. A J. Beal and Miss Eleanor bers h®ve their habitat, never menBeal of the Light spent the past' tion them. Have they vanished or
week in Westbrook as guests of Mrs. bke the Arabs, have they folded up
Phil Spitalny and his all girl tinging orchestra, popular on stage, screen and radio, are pictured above during a choral number led by Evelyn and her
L. O. Goff.
| and silently stolen away?
magic violin on the Hour of Charm.
%
Albert Davis of Rackliff's Island J Our fellow member, Thoreau,
Ninety percent of the girls come I every girl must be able to sing as ence Is an American.
is visiting his sister Mrs. Martha mentions in his "Walden": "As I
IR five years Phil Spitalny. the
Recently the girls raided their
Maker. Millett Hill.
j sit at my window this summer
long-haired maestro, has been from small towns It's Spitalny's well as play a musical instrument.
theory
after making an extensive In the fiddle section alone, Phil, treasury to give a birthday party
head man of an organization con

The household goods of Mr and, afternoon. I hear the ectoplstes
for
Spitalny.
The
menu
included
who
is
Russian,
must
deal
with
the
talent
search
of
the
country
that
sisting of thirty young women of
Mrs. Earl Lyons arrived here re-! migratorius, flying by twos and
assorted nationalities, ages, tem the best musicians come from small whims and moods of six different everything from Hungarian goulash
cently and they are occupying L. threes athwart my view or perching
peraments. blondes, brunettes and communities because they have nationalities. Evelyn of the magic to French pastry. There was Italian
red-heads, representing more than more time to practice than girls violin and first lady of the band, is spaghetti by Rose, bass fiddler;
R. Dunn's new cottage. Mr. Lyon restless on the white pine boughs
Polish
sausage
made
by
Jennie;
a
petite
Hungarian;
Lucille
with
who
live
in
big
cities.
half the states in the union Spi
is cook at the Coast Guard
! behind my,, house, It gives a voice
Russian
caviar.
Spanish
omelette,
the
raven-black
hair
Is
Turkish;
talny and his musical family are
But temperaments or localities
Greek
soup
and
Scotch
broth.
Keeper
A.
J.
Beal
spent
the
past
: to the air."
Jennie
is
Polish;
Esther,
Russian;
beard Mondays on the 0. E. Hour can't stop the dynamic maestro
of Charm over NBC at 9 p m., EST. when he makes up his mind. And Anna comes from Greece, and Flor The party nearly slayed Phil.
week with relatives in Jonesport. ! This was some time in 1845-47.
Charles Whitney, member of the The E. M. had Its habitat in Maine
Quoddy Head Coast Guard. Sidney as late as 1885, but no mention
] Dill, M. M. 1st Class of the Cross'seems to be made of them in the
-----»i I Island coast guard and James Ur-; 20th century. Where did they go?
Former North Haven Phy- 1 quhart of Wass Island Coast Ouard No one knows; they Just dlsapA. Jay See Played Around
• ■ _
A*
I stopped here recently on their way peared. leaving no trace as to what
Building In Which Gal
I to Curtis Bay. Md.. with the Cross Part of the, world they went.
Eye and Ear Infirmary
' Island Life boat, which is being! And now . my fellow Nature
lows Was Kept
by JOHN BARCLAY, Heating Expert
taken to the depot.
Cranks, will you please hie yourDr. Daniel N Woodman. 77. for
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Frank Alley, first assistant at the selves to the,,meadow, the upland
eight years community physician at Lighthouse is on a ten day fur- and the gforest, and make strict
The Black Cat item in your issue
Ncrth Haven. 37 years in practice at lough at his home in Rockland. ) search fof. the ectoplstes migratorius
of Nov. 15 relating to the gallows
Building A Furnace Fire
Yarmouth, and preciously located In
Alton Brown M. M. at the local and report your discoveries to our
in which murderers Wagoner and q TARTINC
TART1NC a new fire in ycur furWhen it is burning briskly, add a
Portland and at North Yarmouth. station, won a fine turkey Thanks- medium of dispensing knowledge of
thin
layer
of
fresh
coal
a
little
at
O
nace
will
be
an
easy
matter
if
iy
Gordon were hanged, brings back to
a time. The kindling will not only died Saturday at the Maine Eve and giving Day at a turkey shoot In natural history to a waiting world.
you will follow these few sugges
my mind the many times I and oth tions: First, close the check dam
ignite this coal but also the layer Ear Infirmary in Portland. He had Rockland
[
• • • •
of coal underneath. By adding been in failing health for a year.
per and -pen the ash-pit damper.
ers have passed through the old
Mrs. Everett Marston of Rockland'
7116 Passenger Pigeon," an admore coal gradually you can build
The turn damper in the smokeDr. Woodman, who while at North
overnight guest Thursday of dre&y by Theodore Roosevelt, 1916.
lumber shed referred to. At that
up a good deep
pipe should be epen
Turn Oompt
11 were Published in the papers
firebed in a short Haven had attended Mrs Dwight Mrs. Earl Lyons at her cottage here
wide. Leave a thin
time we were told that the Maine
Wrdt Op«<^
Op«-^
W Morrow at the family summer
time.
layer of ash about
One of the worst blizzards and *oday
all the works of RemState Prison gallows was incorpo
2" deep spread
If smoke from the home there, and had received from gales for several years struck this brandt had been burned, there
rated in the frame of that building evenly over the
kindling seeps into her daughter, lAnn Lindberg, an
place Nov. 23 and continued until would be a Perf«ct outcry. Yet when
rI I
i / check
but hardly dared believe it. thinking grates. This will
p«r
the cellar from
one hears that the passenger pigeon
U
cracks around the autographed copy of her book. Nov. 25. Much snow fell.
it might be only a story to scare the prevent the first hot
"North
To
The
Orient,
”
was
born
at
is
entirely extinct, people are not
fire
fr
m
the
kind

doors,
ignite
a
loose

Vincent Alley of the Light has
boys and to some extent keep them
ly wadded piece of Sweden. Oxford County, the son of gone South on a yacht for the win even sorry.
. .
from climbing around on the ling from coming in
contact with the
paper, lift the the Rev. and Mrs. John Francis
It
is
Impossible
to
produce
a new
ter, expecting to return in June.
premises.
grate bars and will
check damper cov
Woodman..
Hs
attended
Kents
passenger
pigeon,
yet
it
formerly
Keeper
and
Mrs.
A
J.
Beale
of
That location through from the also minimize the
er, and insert the
paper into the Hill Seminary, the East Maine Con- the Light here, entertained at a existed in countless millions. It was
Rankin to the Gay and Abbott dropping of un
burned
coal
into
smokepipe.
This lerence Seminary at Bucksport, turkey dinner Thanksgiving. Mr exterminated by sheer brutal and
wharves was popular to the young
the ash-pit.
will help to heat the Eowdoin College, where he studied
and Mrs L. O. Goff and son Rich wanton slaughter by the so-called
Flounders at the longer wharves
cold chimney and
Spread about twr.
medicine
and
the
College
of
Physi

ard. Mr. and Mrs. G. Lestey Alley., civilized people. They butchered
and plenty of smelts and tom cod inches of coal evenly over the
aid in carrying the smoke away
cians and Surgeons in Baltimore, Miss Vernetta Foss of the light and the birds in season 4,1(1 out of sea'
from the kindling.
at the Ayer's log boom And it was layer of ash. Place kindling on
Do not forget to place the | where he received his M. D. degree. Weston E Oamage Jr. of the Coast 5011' ^‘^^m especially in their
said, a little "penny ante" at the top cf this coal. This kindling
dampen in their correct position Before becoming a physician he had GUar<j
may consist of lightly wadded
i nesting grpunds.
closed Abbott kiln shed.
ichen the fire in built to its proper ' taught hi tlie schools of North Yar
newspapers, light dry Wvod. or
Several of the Coast Guard boysi
Wfts spid, Qh well, the game
It is told that a certain watchman charcoal. Next, light the kindling.
depth.
(1)
mouth. He married Miss Harriet enjoyed the Thanksgiving dinner | h6'0118' 10 tbe l*0^" meaning
at the Abbott shecj tried to break
Kfndall cf North Yarmouth in 1890. hour with their respective families.1 thereby
lt belonged to every
up a little game there and as the • summer coat) of the fish devour
Teacher: "Who can tell me what
and after practising in Portland and ____ ___________________________ ; creature with a shot gun and no
boys ran, one of them was cornered
ruler
of
Russia
was
the
former
ing mammal and so hurried to con
at North Yarmouth, he went to
conscience who chose to butcher It.
near the wood arch of the kiln. He
sult the nearest buyer of furs, called?"
Yarmouth.
N. C. C. 2
could not get around the watchman (
Vinal
Haven
&
Rockland
Class: “Czar."
He
was
a
member
of
Casco
Lodge
Somerville.
Mass.,
Nov.
25.
1
thb
late
Justus
R
Richardson,
coron either side, not even over him
Steamboat Company
Teacher: "Correct. And what was of Masons and the Royal Arch
So in his own words ‘I went through 1 ner Main and North Main streets,
his wife called?"
Chapter at Yarmouth, of Vinal
ROCKLAND
For a Christmas gift, why not
him.”
Probably Captain Ammi I see him now as I entered the
choose a box of our Stationery for
Teacher: "Right again.
Now Haven Commandery. Knights Tem
Sewall who was a boy at the time Main street door, seated on a high
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
men and women? With name and
might be able to tell just how the stool, feet on deck. I stated my. i here's a hard one. What were the plar, of the Knights of Pythias and
Read
Down
Read Up
of
the
Baptist
Church
at
North
address on sheets and envelopes or
Czar's
children
called?
"
boy did it.
bunsiness plainly, perhaps excitedly.
A. M.
P. M.
monograpi on sheets and address on
There was a long ana painful
was scon
have »•
One day when fishing for flound In about one minute, probably less.
5.30 Lv. Swan's Island, Ar. 6.00
celved
his
50-year
medal
as
a
Maine
envelopes, priced at $1.00 to $150 a
pause.
Finally
a
tiimd
voice,
some

6.30
Lv.
Stonington,
Ar.
4.40
ers at the Gay wharf we noticed a I was Informed that if I shot that
physician.
7.30 Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 3.30 box. We have some very attractive
large mink which kept appearing mink I would be arrested and placed where in the back of the room,
8.15 Lv. Vinal Haven,
Ar. 2.45 boxes to select from at The CourierBesides his wife, Dr. Woodman
piped up:
above the loose rocks constituting in durance vile.
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
Lv. 1.30
leaves three sons, Edward F. of
Gazette office. Three-day service
"Czardines."
a fill. We tossed over several small
I did not shoot that mink.
122-tf
guaranteed.—adv.
tf
_________
Portland,
Alfred
K.
of
Yarmouth
fish to the animal which dragged
A. Jay See
COURIER-GAZETTE
a(,d
Arthur
B
Woodman
of
READ
THE
them back out of sight. At that
Union. Nov. 18.
*
j Machias; three daughters, Mrs.
ADS
time I had at home on North Main
j Ruth W. Verrill of Gray. Mrs. Sarah
street. No 51, a 22 calibre rifle The
The problem of schooling gifted
N. Brown of North Haven and Mrs
mink being very tame I concluded chlidren is still fundamentally un
Alice
C. Grant of North Haven; six
to add him to my collection. As a solved. Dr Hollingsworth decared.
grandchildren;
two half-sisters,
nucleus to said collection, which at Children above 150 I Q. most al
| Mrs. Shaw Mackenzie of Portland
that early date was non existent ways become intolerably bored with
and Mrs. Ethel Marcotte of Oxford,
But first I decided to ascertain ing truants for weeks at a time,
and
a half-brother. Frank Wood
the value of the beautiful raiment routine school work, often becomDoorbells, Convenience Outlets, man of Oxford.
Lights and Small Appliances
Funeral services will be conducted
Installed and serviced
at the Baptist Church at Yarmouth
Promptly
, this afternoon.

THE SAUNTERER

F

Dr. D. N. Woodman

Didn’t Shoot Mink

MONEY-SAVING HINTS
ON HOME HEATING

ELECTRICAL
SERVICE

First Sign of Christmas

W. W. STRONG
48 GRACE ST.,
ROCKLAND
TEL. 19-W

In the budding maiden's fancy
Springs eternal every spring
Hope resilient and romancy:—
Maybe May will bring a ring.

FLORIDA

MIAMI’S

Ideal Resort Holel
Convenient to all points of interest—Modern in every way.
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches,
which surround the hotel. Many rooms with private balconies.

CHICHA GROOVES

EKE’S a place where wine liter
ally flowed from the rocks! It's
a chlcha groove in the ruins outside
Cuzco. Peru, which was the ancteni
capital of the Incas It was here that
the national games and religious
festivals were held In connection
with the observance of the various
holidays. Chicha, the native drink
made from maize, always played an
Important part in all ceremonies
It was offered to the gods anu freely
Imbibed by the celebrants, as w»ll
During the more important fiestas,
the liquor was poured Into grooves
like this in the rocks through whi b
It ran down In the semblance of a

H

spring — thus there was an ever
flowing supply for all.
During these fiestas the chiefsfrom outlying tribes, extravagantly
costumed In robes made from gor
geous feathers and glittering jewels
were carried Into the city by theh
followers on litters gleaming with
gold—to meet their Inca and to join
in the days-long celebration In the
reviewing grounds outside the city
games and dances were staged with
the Inca witnessing the events from
his outdoor throne This throne
made from stone, the Inca's hath
the walls of palaces and temples
are still to be seen today hy ravel
ers taking the weekly cruises front
New York to Cuzco.
|

Booklet
on
Application

*"pHE small boy with the toy on Christmas morning has nothing on these
grown-ups who spend their evenings in the toy repair shop of the
Freeport, N. Y„ Lodge of Elks getting ready for Christmas, when they
will distribute toys to hundreds of poor children. The Lodge collects
unwanted toys, repairs them, repaints them, makes them look like new
and then distributes them at its annual children’s Christmas party. Many
other lodges throughout the country do a similar work. The members
have acquired a rare skill at this work. In their hands, even the more
Vadly wrecked toys are put back in condition again,

k

H. H. Mase
Manager

HOTEL

GRALYNN
Corner Second Street
and First Avenue
Moderate Rates
Dining Room Service Unsurpassed

June to
October
Hotel
Maselyn
Stamford
Del. Co.
N. Y.

A RIDE IN THE

1939 PONTIAC
WITH

DUFLEX SPRINGING
AMERICA'S FINEST LOW-FI

C. W. HOPKINS, INC.
712 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 1000-W

GLIDDEN RINES, Bath Road, Wiscasset, Me.
----
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